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Introduction: Telling Stories About Things
If things could talk, what would they tell us? Specifically, what do the things within the
walls of our own homes, or tucked away in a box for safe-keeping, or stuffed in our backpack—
things of ordinary value or small-scale worth— say about life in the 21st century? While objects
displayed in museums provoke visitors to consider the mastery of artistic skill, or the desirability
of rare materials, what does the family photograph in the pocket of the museumgoer signify
about human relations to things? This project explores why everyday things and personal
artifacts are worthy of academic research. Specifically, it is of interest as to what is the most
important movable material object in the possession of a variety of “ordinary” individuals. At
first glance, this might be objects such as a “childhood photobook,” “dad’s trombone,” “a family
ring,” “my photos,” a “car,” “my ceramic art project,” “Capital Volume I” by Karl Marx, a
“family photo album,” “my laptop,” “my polaroid images that I started taking freshman year,”
“necklace/ ring my Dad and I made together back at home,” “my ankle bracelet gifted by my
grandma,” “my grandma’s necklace,” “Grandpa's class ring,” or “my mom’s Christmas
ornaments.”1 By recording interviews with participants about “their most important material
possession,” this project compiled a variety of personal stories about material culture in
Greencastle. Central to the thesis is the telling of these stories through the words and
perspectives of the individuals who they belong to. Material objects, because of their ability to be
imbued with meanings and memories, served as prompts for telling these stories and encouraging
participants to recollect on their past experiences, current values, and important relationships in
their lives. Interviewing family groups (consisting of persons with a common ancestor or who

These “things” were identified by a group of anonymous participants at the Honor Scholar
Poster session (November 10, 2021). Respondents were asked: “What is the most important
movable material object in your possession?”
1
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are unified through marriage as well as those unrelated but living together) was the focus of the
project, so that familial connections or generational differences could be investigated. However,
individuals without other family members to participate were not excluded from the project.
Overall, this project aims to identify the most important object to each participant, to record the
stories those objects elucidate, and to identify any themes that arise from those stories among
individuals, families, and the broader Greencastle community. The results of this project are by
no means a representative sample of the Greencastle community, but rather unique stories of a
select few residents who I am lucky enough to have met during my time living in Greencastle.

Brief Introduction to Methodology and My Practice
Over the course of January 2022 to the beginning of March 2022, I interviewed 13
individuals who identify as residents of Greencastle, Indiana or the broader Putnam County area.
To participate in the project, individuals had to be 18 years of age or older and be a “resident”
(either permanent or temporarily) of this location. Ideally, participants also belonged to a “family
group” (living under the same roof), as the project is interested in local knowledge among multigenerations or among multiple individuals cohabitating one space. As it is increasingly rare to
find multiple generations or family members living in the small household or small town,
individuals without one of these “family groups” were also encouraged to participate. Further,
during this project, I became increasingly aware that individuals who are separated from family
members by physical distance, or who have had family members pass away, or with whom they
longer have a relationship, will form similar relationships with others they are not related to in
shared living spaces. Once identified, participants completed necessary informed consent
documentation and then participated in an audio recorded interview about the most important
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material object (tangible and movable) in their possession. For the sake of time and also to
discern important values, participants were asked to identify a single object (however, some
found this difficult to do and settled on a collection with a few specific objects identified).
Photographs and a metadata form with general observations about the interview were also
collected (see appendices).

Why Greencastle, Indiana? A Discussion of the Historical Context and Academic Merit of
Centering the Research on the Local Greencastle Community
At first glance, Greencastle, a town of 10,000 residents in central Indiana, does not seem
like a notable or particularly interesting location for academic study. Beyond housing DePauw
University and a variety of local businesses, schools, and factories, Greencastle resembles many
small towns in the Midwest. My proximity to the town and attendance at DePauw University is
certainly a factor for choosing Greencastle as the site of research. However, ease of access to the
physical location is not the main reason for situating this project in Greencastle. During my four
years as an undergraduate student at DePauw, I have lived as both a transient student in
university-owned housing, and as more of a town resident ( “townie”) with a local family and as
a rent-paying citizen (due in part to extenuating circumstances as a result of the COVID-19
pandemic).2 Facilitated also by boarding, training, and competitively showing my horse in the
area (funded by my employment at multiple local businesses), I have forged a variety of
connections and personal relationships with Greencastle residents. While I am originally from
Colorado and I was not a part of a “Hoosier” identity before my attendance at DePauw, I am now
“Townie” is a term often used by DePauw University students to describe local residents of
Greencastle that do not have an affiliation with the University. Many local residents are aware
that this term is often used to describe them and depending on the user and context it can be
derogatory or negative in connotation.
2
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very connected to Greencastle. When the majority of the student body returned home to isolate
themselves from the pandemic, I remained in Greencastle and I lived a life focused mainly on
life and activities outside of the university. Although this experience limited my opportunities to
meet and socialize with other DePauw students, it significantly furthered my knowledge of,
appreciation for and trust with local Greencastle residents. While I am not from the Greencastle
area, or even Indiana, I have been able to form a variety of genuine relationships in the town.
This highlights the potential for other DePauw students to connect with individuals in the
Greencastle community, as one does not need to be from Greencastle to have an interest in
forging better relationships between the town and DePauw University. This oral history project
stems from a personal investment in the individuals who live in Greencastle and are often not
known by many DePauw students. My ability to build rapport with Greencastle residents enables
me to gain access to interview opportunities and local knowledge that other researchers may not
be able to. Further, because I already know many of my research participants and I have already
established rapport, ease of communication and trust to share personal or meaningful stories on
behalf of the participants is more likely than if I were a stranger.
This personal investment has also prompted my greater interest in the history and
background of Greencastle, which is relevant to discussing the town as a research site. A typical
history of Greencastle, which might include information about major historical events and
“notable” people or from demographics and news sources, is important for establishing a general
background knowledge of the town. However, this contextual information does not capture the
same individual and local knowledge that an oral history does. Oral history accounts enable
researchers to document subjective perspectives of individuals who might otherwise not be
accounted for in the historical record. This project will partake in a basic historical discussion to
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establish an overview of Greencastle, but this account is merely for frame of reference and not
the focal point of the project. The oral histories that follow this general history are the emphasis
of this project, as they provide a rich opportunity to allow individuals to tell their stories in their
own words.
A traditional history of Greencastle, Indiana is as follows:
Greencastle, Indiana, located in Putnam County, is composed of land purchased from the
“Delaware, Potawatomi, Miami, and Eel River” Indigenous communities “through the treaties of
1809 and 1818” (Putnam County Indiana 2021). In the 1809 treaty, “The Treaty of Fort Wayne,”
“2.5 million acres of tribal lands in present-day Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, and Ohio'” were
ceded for “a peace that did not last” (Zotigh 2017). The treaty of 1818, “Treaty with the
Miamis,” consisted of the Miami peoples relinquishing “much of their land in Indiana and Ohio”
(Ohio History Central, n.d.). Similarly, “The Treaty of the Miami, along with several other
treaties between Indian tribes and the United States government during the first decades of the
nineteenth century, marked ramping up of calculated U.S. government efforts to strategically and
forcibly remove the old Northwest Territory’s American Indian peoples to land west of the
Mississippi River” (Ohio History Central, n.d.). I want to acknowledge that the land I will be
conducting my research on and that I profit from on a daily basis was made accessible to me
through an ongoing legacy of settler colonialism. This acknowledgement is a small act of respect
and recognition for the Indigenous peoples who have long served as traditional stewards of this
land, and by no means erases or remedies the displacement and erasure of Indigenous persons
from their traditional land. Moreover, I do not believe that this statement relieves either my
audience or myself as a researcher from responsibility for the history of the land I preside on.
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One of the few comprehensive history texts relevant to Greencastle and DePauw I was
able to acquire through my research is DePauw: A Pictorial History, authored by Clifton J.
Philips and John J. Baughman. This text, despite providing interesting and important information
about the town and university’s history up until the late 1980s, includes less than two pages on
Greencastle specific history. Further, it is now 30 years out of date, which evidences that more
historical research needs to be done. Despite these insufficiencies, the text does provide a general
overview of how Greencastle and DePauw were founded and, in many ways, “grew up” with one
another.
With roots in the Methodist church and “circuit riders,” who were responsible for the
propagation of Methodism, including in rural areas, DePauw University shares in some ways a
similar history to the founding of Greencastle (Philips and Baughman 1987, 2). One of those
circuit riders included Bishop Francis Asbury, one of the first two bishops of the Methodist
Episcopal Church in the United States, who was tangentially responsible for bringing Methodism
to small towns like Greencastle (DePauw University 2022). In fact, DePauw University was
founded by Methodist followers in 1837 and originally named Indiana Asbury University after
Francis Asbury (DePauw University 2022). This land, acquired from the Treaties of 1809 and
1818, which coincide with the movement to displace Indigenous communities, was then
occupied by a frontier village, whose residents “were so eager for the university to be located in
their frontier village that they raised $25,000 - then a huge sum - to entice the founders”
(DePauw University 2022). In 1837, beginning Greencastle saw “primitive houses” and plain
people “largely from Kentucky, Tennessee, and North Carolina” (Philips and Baughman 1987,
7). Further, in the beginning, the university emulated the small groups that Methodist circuit
riders dealt with: “DePauw necessarily began on a small scale- 22 enrolled that first year. All
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males” (Philips and Baughman 1987, 2). These shared historical roots draw an interesting
connection point between Greencastle and DePauw University.
At the onset of Greencastle and DePauw’s relationship, the town and the University were
so dependent on one another that Greencastle inhabitants expended a significant portion of their
resources and energy on founding the University rather than developing other town
infrastructures (Philips and Baughman 1987, 16). This close relationship continued into the
1840s and 50s, as daily activities in Greencastle and the University were interconnected. Beyond
the fact that many of the faculty members’ social lives revolved around the local Methodist
church (most were ordained clergymen), “[u]nmarried faculty members lived in boarding houses
and had social contacts with each other and young professional men in town. Most of the married
professors and their wives were busy raising families, some of them quite large” (Philips and
Baughman 1987, 23). Similarly, “[a]ll out-of-county students, many in their early teens, had to
find both room and board from local landlords, the university providing no dormitory
accommodation until 1885” (Philips and Baughman 1987, 17). Housing requirements outside of
the University necessitated an intermixing of the town and University structure, with the added
element of University faculty supporting local lodging businesses and renting from Greencastle
residents. Life outside of the University was limited primarily to the surrounding Greencastle
area, with faculty living and frequently intermixing with other Greencastle residents. Further,
due to faculty being “[r]elatively young and receiving miniscule salaries, professors and even
presidents often carried on farming activities to augment their income” (Philips and Baughman
1987, 23). Thus, life at both the University and in town were intertwined: University faculty not
only participated in their academic pursuits but also performed crucial manual labor to support
their lives and the functioning of the town.
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A change in the relationship between Greencastle and the University did not become
apparent until the late 1870s when, with increasing mobility, students outside the Greencastle
radius began attending the university. The first international students arrived in Greencastle in
1877 from Japan. Four Christian Japanese young men “were given rooms in the attic of the
Edifice, hoisting coal for heating and cooking to their rooms by block and tackle” (Philips and
Baughman 1967, 49). An increased ability to bring non-Greencastle residents to the University,
both students and faculty, certainly facilitated a growing disconnect between the town and
University. By the late 1880s and into the 1890s, there was a “general movement that was
transforming American colleges and universities of that time from rather narrow, pedantic
seminaries into more open, intellectually freer institutions of learning” (Philips and Baughman
1987, 60-61). In addition to this general trend away from strongly religious academic
establishment, faculty saw increased preferences for professionalism and specializationfurthering secularization (Philips and Baughman 1987, 61-62).
These changes at the institutional level at DePauw connect to the broader demographic
shifts occurring in rural and small-town America more generally, including Greencastle. While
95% of the U.S. population resided in rural areas at the beginning of the nineteenth century, by
2010 this had decreased to 19% of Americans (Slack and Jensen 2020, 776). Further, “[i]n the
late 19th and early twentieth centuries, the U.S. population was transformed by the interrelated
processes of industrialization, urbanization, immigration from abroad, and internal rural-to-urban
migration” (Slack and Jensen 2020, 776). Similar effects were seen in Greencastle, as
industrialization and urbanization shaped the previously frontier village into a “modern day”
small town in the Midwest. This is evidenced by an increase in amenities and businesses
available to DePauw students in town, as through the mid to late 1900s students could “share a
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coke at the U-Shop or the Double Decker” or go to “one of the three movie theaters in town - the
Granada, the Chateau, and the Voncastle” (Philips and Baughman 1987, 121). Important here is
the idea that Greencastle gradually shifted from a small, insular focused place to a town
increasingly influenced and connected to the outside world.
In alignment with a variety of changes and developments to “small-town” America were
more revisions to DePauw’s structure as an academic institution. Secularization of the university,
which became firm in 1968 with a “partial revision of the longstanding arrangements for the
oversight of the university that emphasized its nonsectarian stance without disavowing the
historical ties with Indiana Methodism,” was necessitated by efforts to secure grants from private
foundations and the federal government (Philips and Baughman, 172). Separating from oversight
of the Methodist Church was not too far in preceding the “Ph.D. revolution,” which was so
effective in implementing a professional hierarchy for faculty at the University that now 98% of
“Tenure Track Faculty hold a Ph.D. or the highest degree in their field” (Philips and Baughman,
216) (DePauw University 2022). Requirements for faculty to hold such an academic background
has required the recruitment of faculty from outside Greencastle and has also resulted in a
transition from faculty both living and working in Greencastle to some professors commuting
from outside of town. DePauw transitioned from an insular Methodist university, with faculty
and students living and working in Greencastle, to a secular, professional based institution with
student housing limited to university-owned options and only a portion of the faculty living in
town. The process occurred gradually as DePauw acquired funds to construct student residences
and became reliant on income for room and board from students. Further, this ‘importation’ of
faculty occurred steadily as academic professionals began to travel farther for employment
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opportunities due to increased competitiveness in the field and increase of international travel.3
Over time, the relationship between Greencastle and the University shifted as life was no longer
centered in the town, but rather a part of an interconnected, globally interdependent world.
Moreover, Greencastle residents are not necessarily connected to the university as their
livelihood depends on sources outside the town and they may commute to bigger cities like
Indianapolis and Terre Haute for work. Along with this, the integration of corporate entities into
Greencastle reflects the changing infrastructure of small towns in America. The university
bookstore, which was completed in 1954 and was originally located in the Memorial Student
Union, in 1986 became a franchise of Barnes and Noble; one example of a locally owned
businesses replaced by corporations (Philips and Baughman 1987, 159). Today, the Bookstore is
owned by the corporate entity “Follett.” Similarly, “The Fluttering Duck,” which was once a
small student hangout run by proprietor Maybelle Hamm until a fire in 1979, was “perpetuated in
the Fluttering Duck bar and lounge in the Walden Inn” and now exists as part of “The Inn at
DePauw,” owned by the “Dora Hotel Company” (Philips and Baughman 1987, 165). These
businesses are now just one small entity of much larger operations, homogenized by the fact that
they are like many of them all over the world.4 Overall, an increasingly globalized and industrial
world certainly shaped the landscape of Greencastle.
In addition to changes in the life of faculty and staff, and the town more generally, the
import of non-Greencastle resident students to DePauw exacerbated a lack of connection
between DePauw and Greencastle. In 2022, few DePauw students hail directly from Greencastle,
3

As of 2022, DePauw faculty not only come from outside Greencastle, but from all over the
country and world. DePauw advertises that 21% of the Faculty identify as Multicultural
(DePauw 2022).
4
Both Follet and Dora Hotel Company follow set standards and marketing tactics that are
universal over their many different stores and businesses, making them less distinct or original
from locally owned businesses.
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with the vast majority from other parts of Indiana and bordering states, including Illinois.
Thirteen percent of the DePauw student population are International students (DePauw
University 2022). In comparison to 1987, when the DePauw student population was “largely
white, middle-class, and midwestern,” 21% of students now identify as “Domestic Students of
Color” (DePauw University 2022). While the DePauw student body does remain predominantly
“white, middle-class, and midwestern,” this majority has decreased especially after DePauw
President Robert (Bob) Bottom’s inauguration in 1986. In his inaugural speech, Bottoms asserted
that “[t]o be educationally relevant and viable in the world community, we have to courageously
and seriously explore the issue of diversity in the student body, in the faculty, and in the
curriculum” (DePauw University 1986). After 1986, aligning with the end of the history
DePauw: A Pictorial History covers, student body demographics changed significantly as
Bottom’s aimed to “diversify” the university. In fact, Bottom’s strategic goal to increase the
international student percentage was successful. With students traveling from afar to attend
DePauw, Greencastle became merely a location for the school rather than an integral part of both
student and faculty lives. Specifically, one could argue that Greencastle could be replaced with
any small town in the Midwest, and for some students and faculty it would likely not make much
of a difference to them.
Beyond this, key differences between the DePauw student body and faculty and
unaffiliated Greencastle residents have become more apparent, especially over the last 30 years.
Broadly speaking, students and some faculty no longer perform agricultural labor, support local
landlords or businesses for housing, or rely on the immediate Greencastle area for resources.
Students and faculty no longer live in town and tend to their farming chores along with their
academic duties, like they did 100 years ago. Rather, all students are housed on campus, with a
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majority of their meals and mailing services provided to them through the university. Similarly,
some faculty commute from outside Greencastle to work, and their career focus is in academia
rather than agricultural pursuits. In short, student and faculty life is focused on the academic
world of DePauw University, while resident life in Greencastle is focused on agriculture and
industry. Thus, Greencastle life and DePauw life are often separate, rather than wholly
intertwined.
This lack of mutual interest is exacerbated by socio-economic differences between
students and Greencastle residents not affiliated with the university. In 2020, the median
household income for Greencastle was $45,759, lower than the tuition, room and board cost of
one year at DePauw, which runs at $69,890 without scholarship or financial aid (The United
States Census Bureau, n.d.) (DePauw University 2022). The point here is that, on average, many
DePauw University students come from a socioeconomic background that allows them to afford
higher education, while many Greencastle residents are focused on agricultural (especially for
Putnam County) or industrial work or perhaps attend Ivy Tech, a community college in the area.
As of 2022, the main employers for Greencastle residents beyond the University include Ascena
Retail Group, Inc. (Clothing Distribution; 800 Employees), Crown Equipment Corporation (Lift
Trucks; 672), Heartland Automotive, LLC (Auto Interior Parts; 455 employees) and Wal-Mart
Stores- Distribution Center (Consumer Goods; 600 employees) (Greencastle/ Putnam County
Development Center 2022). Further, many professionals who reside in Greencastle commute to
Indianapolis or other major cities for work.
Another significant change to Greencastle which aligns with the end of the history
covered by “DePauw: A Pictorial History” is the closing of the IBM Corp. factory on November
11, 1986. This decision “changed the community forever,” and marked the dissolution of the
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“centerpiece of the community’s industrial sector” resulting in “the loss of 20 percent of the
assessed valuation, 40 percent of all local jobs and 70 percent of the industrial payroll” (Bernsee
2011). This substantial loss of “white collar” jobs caused a “major economic dislocation” where
many upper-middle class Greencastle residents left, leaving a rift in the housing market in their
wake. Throughout the mid-90s, DePauw faculty could then buy these houses for under market
value, encouraging some faculty to live in town. While new industries did land in Greencastle,
and by 1991, the town was “named an All-America City by the National Civic League [where] it
had welcomed seven new industries,” the IBM closure left lasting impacts on the town (Bernsee
2011). Further, beyond this economic dislocation, there have been few changes to other aspects
of Greencastle demographics, as the town remains predominantly white. Meanwhile, the
DePauw student body has changed significantly over the last 30 years, specifically after
Bottom’s efforts to bring more diversity to the campus. The campus has changed much faster
than the town, resulting in challenges for specifically International and Domestic Persons of
Color to integrate into Greencastle, which is certainly a point of tension.5
DePauw University has made some efforts to integrate student life into Greencastle life
and minimize divisions between the two. After the 2008 financial crash, DePauw President Brian
Casey and Greencastle Mayor Sue Murray won the “Stellar Community Grant,” which promised
“$19 million to fund projects in Greencastle,” including to “revitalize the courthouse square and
central business district” and “relocate the DePauw University bookstore to the central business
district” (DePauw 2011). This grant, which certainly did make improvements to the town, aimed
to create a visual connection between DePauw and the surrounding Greencastle area; it was an
effort to try to make the two spaces more continuous. However, this project missed the mark in
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Some faculty do not feel comfortable living in Greencastle for a variety of reasons.
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some areas. For example, DePauw advocated for Starbucks and its corporate feel to be brought
to the town (which is what happened), whereas much of the Greencastle community hoped for a
locally run coffee shop with a homey atmosphere.6 Another example of efforts to “unify”
DePauw and Greencastle is President Mark McCoy’s adopting of the term “communiversity”
based on his love of “this rural American lifestyle” (Bernsee 2016). Overall, these efforts to
mend tensions between DePauw and Greencastle are perhaps good natured in spirit, but
insufficient and not cognizant of the long history and many factors which created such tensions
in the first place.
Overall, Greencastle residents are often educated in other ways or forms of knowledge
and wisdom that are equally important, but perhaps undervalued by the overarching DePauw
student body whose focus is on professionalism in the academic sphere. This project aims to
capture personal histories of Greencastle residents, many of whom work for these light industries
or service employers, who might otherwise go unknown or unrecognized by DePauw faculty and
students.
This changing relationship between Greencastle and DePauw University (the institution,
the students, and the staff and faculty) also reflects national trends and also relates to shifting
sociological/ anthropological modes of thinking about human society. Methodologies in
sociology and anthropology have only recently shifted so that the significance of rural
communities can be appreciated as objects of study. 7 For example, as archaeological studies shift
6

The Starbucks still serves as a point of contention between DePauw and the town, as while
many students and some Greencastle residents enjoy the business, it is a “money hole” (as a
knowledgeable source describes it) that only generates enough revenue to keep it in Greencastle
and appease the University.
7
The change in relationship between DePauw and Greencastle over their long-shared history is
not dependent on the fact that academic disciplines like sociology and anthropology have only
begun to recognize such phenomena as significant. However, these changes contribute to my
motivation to study this rural community and its changing relationship to the university.
17

from surveying big urban sites to more mundane patterns in rural regions, there is an increased
appreciation for patterns and more monotonous aspects of daily life. Marc Augé’s “Non-places:
Introduction to an Anthropology of Supermodernity” investigates how places are conceived in
urban and contemporary landscapes. For Augé and his anthropology “of the near,” “[t]he place
held in common by the ethnologist and those he talks about is simply a place: the one occupied
by the indigenous inhabitants who live in it, cultivate it, defend it, mark its strong points and
keep its frontiers under surveillance” (Augé 1995, 42). For this project, Greencastle, in
conjunction with DePauw University, serves as an “anthropological place,” in which my
participants live and work, and I also maintain relationships with them and conduct my research.
Further, this place (Greencastle) “is in one sense an invention: it has been discovered by those
who claim it as their own” (Augé 1995, 43). Out of all the small towns in the Midwest,
participants in this research project intentionally maintain residence or work in Greencastle,
either for practical or preference reasons, or both. In a sense, these individuals (who all live in
Greencastle or Putnam County more generally) are a part of this place to which they ascribe
meaning:- it is where their home is, where they make a living, where they spend their time, and
where they have built personal relationships. This “anthropological place” is reserved for a:
“concrete and symbolic construction of space, which could not of itself allow for the
vicissitudes and contradictions of social life, but which serves as a reference for all those
it assigns to a position, however humble and modest. Moreover, it is because all
anthropology is anthropology of other people’s anthropology that place - anthropological
place - is a principle of meaning for the people who live in it, and also a principle of
intelligibility for the person who observes it” (Augé 1995, 52).
The premise of this research project relies on the idea that Greencastle residents, and me as the
researcher, see Greencastle as a place where we can meet others with whom we share social
references. It is a place where social identity is important and that serves as a site of cultural
meaning. Greencastle, and in some ways DePauw (despite their strained contemporary
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relationship) differ from the non-places that are increasingly appearing across the landscape of
both the town and the U.S.. A non-place of supermodernity here is in reference to the places “we
inhabit when we are driving down the motorway, wandering through the supermarket or sitting
in an airport lounge waiting for the next flight” (Augé 1995, 96). Non-places are locations of
transience, completely subjective to the individual; they are places like Walmart and
McDonald’s, or every suburban mall across the country that is interchangeable with another one.
In a time where places must continuously contend with non-places, and in light of a weakening
relationship between Greencastle and DePauw, there is a direct need for investigating the
uniqueness of Greencastle as a place. This uniqueness is made possible by the individuals who
preside over the town, whose family histories are connected to Greencastle as a place, and who
contribute to a larger collective story of this place. Moreover, as place seems to matter less and
less in our world, there is a feeling of disconnect from being somewhere that is a real place,
creating a tension of what place means as some of these non-place places take hold. Greencastle,
in many ways a typical midwestern town, also has unique qualities that can go unnoticed by
passersby. From the Silo Murals (perhaps the easiest to spot as they are the largest in the state),
to Forest Hill Cemetery8, to the Edna Collins Bridge9, to the remnants of the Monon Trail
Line,10 there are many distinct landmarks and sites in the town that evoke a specific “Greencastle

Steve J., Kendra E. and Samantha E. told me the story of Pearl Brian, who’s grave many
“townies” leave pennies head up in reference to her unfortunate decapitation (certainly a form of
local knowledge, a myth of sorts). Steve, Kendra and Samantha laugh about how their horse
Sledge once got lost and was running amuck in the cemetery, and how their dog Ellie Mae was
caught digging up a freshly covered grave- stories only a few are lucky enough to have heard.
9
Steve J. once told me that when he was a teenager growing up in Greencastle, he and his
friends would hide out at Edna Collins bridge and scare DePauw students going there to look for
ghosts. The bridge is rumored to be haunted by Edna Collins, a young girl who drowned there.
10
Steve J. remembers when he was a very young child and the train line was still in use. He says
that the railway circus used to stop in town, and he remembers attending- apparently the railway
used to be where Veterans highway is now.
8
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Identity.” Recognizing Greencastle as a distinctive place, and how it shapes the experiences of
people at DePauw in more ways than they realize, is a means of reducing the tension between the
community and DePauw. Further, acknowledging the value that Greencastle holds for its
residents, and generating interest in the lives and experiences of those residents among DePauw
students and faculty, serves as an effort to bridge tensions between the town and University.
Overall, Greencastle, Indiana is worthy of academic investigation because of the
individuals who live there and the local knowledge they possess which might otherwise go
unnoticed. This project is an attempt to bridge gaps in student interest in local and individual
knowledge specific to Greencastle, as well as an effort at community building. It also aims to fill
in gaps in the pre-existing body of knowledge on Greencastle history and resident lives. As the
researcher, I hope to connect to a different level of history about Greencastle, one that builds
bridges between the town and DePauw University, which were once integral to one another, and
that urges students to see Greencastle as a place consisting of people that are more than just
“townies.” While the written record of Greencastle and DePauw University can inform us about
architectural development, demographic information, and some biographical or census data, it
does not record many individual, familial, and community memories and narratives that are often
not shared or reflected upon on a daily basis. This project proposes that using objects as a prompt
for storytelling and direct interviews with individuals will allow me to capture stories that would
otherwise be lost. For many DePauw students, and some faculty, it is difficult to forge
relationships or get to know community members who do not frequently interact in the DePauw
sphere.11 DePauw’s transient student population, coupled with many professors who commute to
11

I would like to acknowledge that there are some faculty who do continue to have significant
investment in the DePauw community and contribute to efforts of community building. Indeed,
two members of the city council are DePauw faculty. Similarly, much of the DePauw staff
resides in Greencastle, perhaps more so than DePauw faculty members. Further, DePauw
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work, creates an atmosphere where investment in the Greencastle community and lives of its
residents is lacking.

Objects as Prompts for Storytelling: What are Material Culture/ Object Studies and How
Can They Be Used to Acquire Personal Histories?
A key component of this project is using things, specifically objects with meanings
ascribed to them by individual people, as a means to trigger memories and storytelling.
Fundamental to this idea is the broader discipline of material culture studies (also object studies),
which recognizes physical objects as important cultural and social entities. In “Mind in Matter:
An Introduction to Material Culture Theory and Method,” Jules David Prown recognizes that
material culture studies are “the study through artifacts of the beliefs- values, ideas, attitudes, and
assumptions- of a particular community or society at a given time” (1982, 1). The study of
material culture considers not only the formal qualities of physical objects that have been
produced by people, but also the context of those objects in human history and their relevance to
social and cultural belief systems. The underlying principle of material culture studies is:
“that objects made or modified by man reflect, consciously or unconsciously, directly or
indirectly, the beliefs of individuals who made, commissioned, purchased, or used them,
and by extension the beliefs of the larger society to which they belonged. The term
material culture thus refers quite directly and efficiently, if not elegantly, both to the
subject matter of the study, material, and its purpose, the understanding of culture”
(Prown 1982, 1-2).
Important here is the idea that objects are different from just any material or physical thing in
existence because of a specific relationship to people. Objects are, intentionally or not,
influenced by as well as influencers of people. Despite their seemingly passive nature in the eyes
presidents, especially within the last 20 years, have acknowledged a need for more community
building efforts between the town and University. As with most things, opinions as to if these
efforts have been sufficient or not is up to individual interpretation.
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of the natural sciences, material objects have agency in the sense that they can tell stories about
the people who give them meaning. In Art and Agency: An Anthropological Theory, Alfred Gell
recognizes that “[t]he immediate ‘other’ in social relationships does not have to be another
‘human being…’. Social agency can be exercised relative to ‘things’ and social agency can be
exercised by ‘things’” (1998, 17-18). Gell establishes that art objects have the means to influence
societal views and thus exhibit complex intentionalities. This means that “[a]gency is attributable
to those persons (and things…) who/which are seen as initiating causal sequences of a particular
type, that is, event caused by acts of mind or will or intention, rather than the mere concatenation
of physical events” (Gell 1998, 16). While Gell’s theory is focused on specifically art objects as
being able to compel or captivate viewers, it is relevant to material culture with purposeful or
deeper meanings to those who possess it. In relation to this research project, objects, through
their relationship with the people who make or possess them, are embedded with meaning. This
includes the meanings they convey to the people who use or interpret them, as well individual
meanings, values, or associations assigned to them by a specific person and which are not
evident to others. This latter meaning is of specific interest for this project.
Beyond the idea that material objects are imbued with meaning, this project is also
centered on the idea that different people have their own unique relationships with specific
objects. In The System of Objects, Jean Baudrillard acknowledges that the object is specifically
representative and subjective: “for while the object is a resistant material body, it is also,
simultaneously, a mental realm over which I hold way, thing whose meaning is governed by
myself alone. It is all my own, the object of my passion” (1968, 7). A key aspect of object
studies is recognizing that objects can be possessed by an individual and that individuals can
apply specific meanings and associations to that object. Material objects are effective for
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personal investment because they are what Baudrillard describes as “The Perfect Pet.” The
motivation for possessing objects is connected to objects’ ability to reflect the self and hold
ascribed meaning tied to the individual. The object is the perfect pet because:
“The object thus emerges as the ideal mirror: for the images it reflects succeed one
another while never contradicting one another. Moreover, it is ideal in that it reflects
images not of what is real, but only of what is desirable. In short, it is like a dog reduced
to the single aspect of fidelity. I am able to gaze on it without its gazing back at me. This
is why one invests in objects [everything] that one finds impossible to invest in human
relationships. This is why man so quickly seeks out the company of objects when he
needs to recuperate” (Baudrillard 1968, 10-11).
While this is only applicable to objects with a specific personal meaning, and not also things
with merely a functional purpose (should such things arise in this research’s investigation), it
articulates the relationship between individuals and their objects. Perhaps it is true that our
loyalty to possessing objects is due to the relational longings they fulfill and their ability to
extend our personhood. In The Comfort of Things, Daniel Miller recognizes that individuals form
relationships in their lives that “include material and social routines and patterns which give
order, meaning and often moral adjudication to their lives; an order which, as it becomes familiar
and repetitive, may also be a comfort to them” (2008, 296). Material objects are woven into the
activities of daily life and their presence can evoke feelings of comfort, nostalgia, or habit, based
on the values and memories associated with them. So, not only are material objects ingrained
with specific memories, they are only remembered by the individual who associates them with
that object. These material objects and the individuals who possess them partake in a relationship
which can be comforting and habitual. By using material objects as prompts for storytelling, this
project hopes to uncover memories about my participants' lives tied to these objects’ presence.
Studying material culture is also means to access knowledge about history and value
systems in small, localized communities. Since material objects are more than things, given their
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creation and use in the context of human society, they can spark recollection of memories and
stories. Movable objects, namely the most important thing in each participant's possession, serve
as departure points for storytelling. Here, the acquisition of cultural and local knowledge around
material object stories is centered. This project operates on the understanding that material
objects that are valuable to the individual are valuable for specific reasons that are tied to
memories. In reflecting on these memories and the role of the object in one’s life, I hope to
prompt participants to recall these memories and by proxy acquire personal histories. In a sense,
these memories and associated meanings are stuck in the object until participants are prompted to
open up about these memories and share them. Without these objects and the values they are tied
to, it is possible these stories go untold- resulting in the loss of individual narratives, family
narratives, and community narratives (if no one ever asks, then it is likely these stories are never
told because something must spark memories and storytelling).
This idea that objects can have individualized meanings, and that objects themselves
contain memories which can be accessed by the individual, connects directly to considering what
these meanings and memories can reveal about value systems. In a study on material objects in
30 different households, Daniel Miller investigates how ordinary people interpret the world
around them and how they form intricate relationships with the objects in their daily lives.
Reflecting on how past anthropological approaches have focused on “the society,” he concludes
that “the alternative to society is not a fragmented individual but people who strive to create
relationships to both people and things” (Miller 2008, 296). Similar to Miller, this project values
an anthropological approach interested in both human-human relationships and human-object
relationships. This project aims to explore the question: What does the familiarity of an
individual with a certain object say about their life, and also how their life relates to their
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families or a more collective community? Miller’s overarching conclusion also reflects a similar
approach to studying people and their object’s that this project takes: “This book tries not to
judge people but does recognize that they make judgments about themselves. They reflected on
their accumulated possessions, to consider the degree to which their lives have or have not been
worthwhile: or as termed here, full or empty.” (Miller 2008, 296). Miller ultimately takes the
position that material culture studies is a study of value, a position which this research project
will also take. Specifically, the motivation behind studying Greencastle residents’ objects, and
the stories these objects will hopefully prompt, is to learn about how they see their world, how
their value systems work, and how this is perhaps related to either their own or their family’s
history in connection to Greencastle. This also aligns with an anthropological focus shifted
towards everyday life and the individual: “The anthropology of the other has come home, to
become here an anthropology of the home. What was once the creation of societies is now in part
accomplished at a domestic level, under the auspices of effective but distant state systems”
(Miller 2008, 296-297). This project hypothesizes that many of the object’s participants identify
as their “most important movable object” will not be objects deemed by antique collectors or art
historians as having a high worth. Rather, it is possible that many of these objects will be
ordinary, common, or even “rubbish” to some, with their adherent value known mainly by the
individual who possesses them and others who maintain relationships with that individual.
In relation to objects perceived by the general public to have little intrinsic value,
Michael Thompson’s 1979 Rubbish Theory: The Creation and Destruction of Value assesses the
lives of objects through different phases as they go from transitioning periods of worthlessness to
being valuable. Thompson’s hypothesis revolves around object paths from transience to
durability, focused on how “a transient object gradually declining in value and in expected life-
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span may slide across into rubbish. In an ideal world, free of nature’s negative attitude, an object
would reach zero value…But, in reality, it does not do this” (Thompson 1979, 10). Instead, this
transient object “just continues to exist in a timeless and valueless limbo where at some later date
(if it has not by that time turned, or been made, into dust) it has the chance of being discovered”
(Thompson 1979, 10). Material objects, and by extension ‘rubbish,’ “is not static, but is part of
an ongoing social process” (Reno 2009, 30). Basically, “rubbish theory” posits that devalued
objects can recirculate systems of value to become valued, at times surpassing their initial value.
For this project, it is possible that the lives of objects as described by participants in their
interviews might emulate phenomena similar to the rubbish cycle Thompson describes. For
example, an object purchased by an individual might initially have a monetary or functional
value due to its production contexts and physical qualities. This same object might then undergo
a process of deaccessioning or devaluing where its initial value is lost. However, then the object
after this period of worthlessness might find a new value or become more valuable than it was
before. Imagine an old pocket watch. Initially it is valuable for its ability to tell time or for its
qualities as a possessed object. Then perhaps an individual acquires a wrist-worn watch, and the
pocket watch gets stuffed in a drawer because pocket watches are no longer valuable. It sits in
this drawer for a while, until its original owner passes away and a relative finds it. Here, it takes
on a new meaning as the relative remembers when its owner had it and it prompts specific
memories and sentiments about their relationship. While Thompson’s argument is more
concerned with how antiques gain their value, it is generally applicable to object trends where an
object experiences a time when it is old and forgotten, followed by a period of new value. This
prompts thinking about how household or personal objects change value over time, and how
objects can later represent relationships in the family or how average people live their daily lives
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in relation to the objects they possess. Of emphasis here is that objects are more than just the
current relationship and value for those who prescribe them meaning.

What is Oral History and How Can It Be Used to Record These Object Stories?
Oral History can be understood as the transmission of knowledge about events, places, or
people in the past or present through recorded spoken word. According to the Oral History in the
Liberal Arts interdisciplinary collaborative (OHLA), “Oral History is generally defined as a
methodology for conducting interviews, curating the result of those interviews, and making those
interviews available for research” (2015). The practice of Oral History documents spoken
transmission of knowledge and aims for that knowledge to be made accessible to academic or
public audiences. Thus, Oral History is a technique for acquiring and preserving historically
valuable information through interview methods. Unlike other forms of historical research, Oral
History is able to document the voices of live participants, giving insight into their individual
perspectives and recording the specific speech patterns and tones with which they talk. Oral
History practices capture stories directly from people themselves, serving as a form of primary
source information. This is both important and a necessity to this project, as the stories obtained
through studying material objects are best documented and preserved in the words of the
individual who they are meaningful to.
For Oral History as a methodology of data collection, The Oral History Association
(OHA) serves as an established body which sets guidelines for how Oral History research should
be conducted. The OHA, established in 1966, “engages with policy makers, educators and others
to help foster best practices and encourage support for oral history and oral historians” (2022).
OHLA acknowledges the governing authority of OHA, noting that Oral History research should
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be conducted “in accordance with the best practice guidelines established by the Oral History
Association” (2015). The practice of Oral History, like many other academic disciplines,
maintains a focus on ethical research conduct that is outlined by clear institutional
methodologies.
For Oral History as a theory of knowledge acquisition, it values individual perspectives,
verbal communication and building critical relationships with research participants. Oral History,
however, does not just collect a body of disjointed personal histories. It aims to position
collected interviews in a greater sociocultural context. OHA notes that Oral History “captures
recollections about the past filtered through the lens of a changing personal and social context”
(2022). Oral History research is an important method of documenting social history and
community connections because it accesses forms of knowledge that other methods cannot. It
facilitates individual agency in recollecting about the past and in assembling a historical
understanding of a particular place, concept, or phenomena. Furthermore, Oral History allows
people to share their stories in their own words, recording personally subjective information that
is lost in other forms of data collection. When focused on smaller communities, Oral History can
access local knowledge not present in other resources such as census data or obituaries. This
method of historical research allows individuals to recall information they may not even know
they have. It also acknowledges the value of individual stories contributing to a greater historical
understanding of a relevant research topic. There is more to a person and their societal and
familial connections than basic information about their life or accomplishments.
One of the most important aspects of Oral History is the practice of interviewing and its
use by researchers to generate and document verbal knowledge. This requires significant
interaction between the researcher and participants. During these interviews, the researcher must
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“pose questions based on research and careful preparation,” but participants have the ability to
“shape the interview based on what they deem to be relevant, meaningful, or appropriate to share
(OHA 2021). Oral History interviews allow interviewees to direct the interview in whatever way
best tells their personal story or experiences. This aligns closely with the aims of ethnographic
research and anthropological interview methods, demonstrating where this project focused on
oral history overlaps with Anthropology. Ethnography can be generally defined as “the recording
and analysis of a culture or society, usually based on participant-observation and resulting in a
written account of a people, place, or institution” (Royal Anthropological Institute 2021). While
this project will not conduct Ethnographic research in the form of participant-observation
(beyond observing participants during the interview session), it will rely on anthropological
methods of interviewing. These interviews will be semi-structured and qualitative, meaning that
the “interviewer starts with a list of open-ended questions, but will not strictly follow the agenda
they prepared” and seeks to gather “in-depth explanations of traditions, experiences and
perceptions” (Finesurrey, n.d.). The goal of these interviews is not to gain basic answers to
structured questions or validate expected conclusions. In theory, Oral History interviews can
“reveal the roots of a cultural tradition or communal mindset by unraveling an assortment of
shared and individual experiences, emotions or memories” (Finesurrey, n.d.). The interviewer
might predict possible outcomes of the interviewers, but there is no way to know for sure what
they might uncover about an individual or the identity and community they belong to. The
uncertainty of Oral History research aligns with its focus on individual perspectives and ability to
access personal experiences often undocumented in more traditional written sources.
Returning to the ethical guidelines followed by Oral History as a practice, Oral History
interviews are guided by respect and care for the participants. Due to the personal nature of
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conducting interviews and their potential to retrieve sensitive information, researchers must be
cognizant of how research might affect participants and how to minimize any potential harms.
Oral History practitioners must recognize and “be sensitive to differences in power between the
interviewer and the narrator” (OHA 2021). This includes ensuring that participants have fully
consented to the research process and are aware of how it might affect them or how their
interview and words will be used and preserved. It is also the responsibility of Oral History
researchers to carefully consider how they use the knowledge they acquire, preserve and make
accessible to other users. The goal of Oral History research extends beyond mere data collection.
It is also a method of cultural and historical knowledge preservation and dissemination focused
on respectfully documenting individual experiences.
Aligning with contemporary anthropological ways of thinking, Oral History research is
focused on the voice of the participants rather than the researcher. In Curating Oral Histories:
From Interview to Archive, Nancy MacKay acknowledges that “Oral history programs should
design projects that cover the breadth of cultural experiences and perspectives of the community
studied” and “[t]hey should ensure that program objectives include ways to share the results of
the oral history project with the community participants'' (2007, 39). This corresponds with
OHA’s guidelines in that “[g]ood faith efforts should be made to ensure that the uses of the
recordings and transcripts comply with both the letter and the spirit of the narrator’s wishes”
(Mackay 2007, 39). Oral History practitioners are responsible for what happens to the knowledge
they collect from their interviewees and should take utmost care in accurately documenting and
representing their participant’s perspectives.
In investigating currently accessible Oral History projects, there are a variety of Oral
Histories for this project to draw inspiration from. Nancy Mackay cites several oral history
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initiatives, including the Denshō project which “uses digital technology to preserve and make
accessible primary source materials on the incarceration of Japanese Americans during World
War II” (2007, 75).12 Another example is the Maria Rogers Oral History Program, which “has
been collecting and archiving oral histories which document life in the city and county of
Boulder, Colorado, since 1976” (Mackay 2007, 75).13 While Oral History is not as popular of a
method of academic research as other disciplines, it does have a variety of projects dedicated to
its practices and theories (although perhaps undervalued or underrepresented in most academic
circles). Oral History is subjective, especially due to its reliance on individual memories rather
than, for example, written historical documents. Especially since Oral History is most typically
conducted on past events and recollections, there is the possibility that interviewees will
remember these events differently than how they actually occurred. However, the merit of Oral
History lies in its ability to record memories as they are remembered by the individual. Oral
History’s ability to document the “life of the speaker,” including dialect and terminology, tone,
and customs establishes its validity as a documentary mode despite its disadvantages. Further,
these disadvantages can be mitigated, namely inaccuracies in memory and information recall, by
cross-referencing with written history sources.

12
13

https://densho.org/
https://boulderlibrary.org/services/local-history/maria-rogers-oral-history-program/
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Methodology and My Practice
This oral history project focused on material culture will include participants 18 years of
age or older who have a current residency established in either Greencastle, Indiana or
surrounding Putnam County.14 Participants can either be a sole individual or belong to a
participant group consisting of two or more family members or individuals cohabitating in the
same space who support one another.15 In other words, the aim is to interview a variety of
different individuals and groups. Individuals or groups of willing participants will be gathered
through personal connections and relationships already established by myself.16 Anonymity or
random participants is in fact antithesis to this project as it is rather based entirely on personal
relationships and investment in the Greencastle community. To determine if a potential
participant was interested, I engaged in a very informal requirement procedure where I simply
spoke to these individuals, explained the project in simple terms and what they would be
required to do, and asked if they would be willing to participate. If interested, participants were
then asked to review the informed consent documents and indicate if they would like to proceed
with the project.

14

In designing this research project, I initially intended to interview solely Greencastle residents.
Upon starting my research, I found that this excluded people who work or frequently interact in
social circles in Greencastle, who also contribute to the current history of Greencastle or social
histories of Greencastle residents. In other words, Greencastle is a part of a globalized and
mobile world, so why limit my potential participants to such tight constraints?
15
I also planned to limit this research project to interviewing solely family groups, requiring
more than one family member to be a participant in order for individuals to partake in the
project. This requirement was also too constraining, as I found it difficult sometimes to
coordinate interview times between multiple family members, some participants had family
members recently pass, and some individuals were still able to talk about their object in relation
to their family members. Interviewing a mix of individuals and individuals within a family group
seemed to be more sufficient as I did not want to tell a participant they could not participate just
because their other family members were unable to.
16
Contact information has already been obtained by researcher, meaning there is not a need for
formal recruitment procedures
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The names of each participant were collected to aid in organizing the various oral and
photographic data collected, as well as to ensure that participants retain ownership over their
personal oral history. Only the first name and last initial will be publicly published with this data
as part of the tangible product of the project, as long as consent is acquired. Audio recording was
necessary to collect as a means to not only document the interviews conducted, but also to record
and archive the Oral History that is integral to the project. The project aims to facilitate
storytelling about local knowledge and material culture values through the participants' own
words, so audio recording is a crucial component. Photographs were also taken, to supplement
the audio recordings and document the appearance of the material objects being discussed. I
planned for there to be a series of three photographs taken, provided that the participant consents
to such. The first photograph was of the object where the participant keeps it, i.e.,its normal
storage place. The second was of the object set on a blank surface (such a table) so that its
physical appearance and details can be seen. The last photograph was of the participant with the
material object, positioned in whatever way they see fit.
The focus of data collection was on individual interviews with participants, with me as
the researcher there to record, facilitate, and listen. In approaching these interviews, my main
goal was to facilitate conversation and memory recollection, rather than dictate conversation or
how the stories should go. Daniel Miller, in investigating things specifically in regard to the
individual, asserts that an advantage to his “direct confrontation with individuals is that it reflects
also the integrity of anthropological fieldwork: that one starts with the empathy of ethnography,
immersed in the lives of specific people, often friends, as much as informants” (2009, 20).
Further, he describes how focus on anthropology of the individual “stands as respect for the
forces that create individuals as well as for the individuals that live with and through such
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constraints and potentials. In focusing upon individuals we enhance, rather than detract, from our
appreciation of that premise for anthropology- the creative capacity of society” (Miller 2009,
20).
While the most valued form of data collection was audio recording, aligning with the
aims of oral history, the interviews were transcribed to allow for further interpretation and
inclusion in the written thesis. Mackay notes that “[t]heoretically, a transcript is a verbatim
version of the spoken word… In reality, an exact reproduction of the spoken word is impossible”
(2007, 49). I transcribed the interviews to the best of their ability, but some human error is to be
expected. Further, the value of obtaining audio recordings for the interviews lies in the fact that:
“Much is lost in transferring a unique voice and speaking style to the flatness of print on
a page, so much so that the result can be misleading. The audio recording provides the
listener with not only the narrator’s story, but also his unique way of telling itrepetitions, pauses, laughter and tears, distractions in the room, interactions with the
interviewer, and unique speaking patterns. None of these nuances can be effectively
transferred to the printed page. On the other hand, the transcript is effective in conveying
the intellectual content of the interview” (Mackay 2007, 49-50).
Capturing the voice or spirit of the narrator, best done with audio recording, is of utmost
importance. This method provides agency to participants in that they have the freedom of telling
their story in their own words.
A key organizational component of the project is a compiled metadata, which I used to
keep track of all of the data collected. Mackay describes a metadata as including “a description
of the content, information about the file itself, rights management information, and other
information the institution wishes to record. Its purpose is to help computer systems interpret the
digital file as it travels from one institutional server to another, to a library catalog, or to a
website” (2007, 70). Moreover, “[m]etadata is an essential component in the effective
management of digital collections. Unfortunately, there are currently no metadata standards for
oral histories” (Mackay 2007, 70). The metadata serves as an organizational tool allowing for a
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website to be compiled- functioning as a digitally curated gallery of the oral histories and
accompanying photographs.

Reflecting on My Positionality as the Researcher
In terms of my positionality, I am an insider familiar with the history and current state of
Greencastle, Indiana. While I am from Morrison, Colorado (a suburban area located in the
foothills), I have spent a vast majority of my 4 years of undergraduate education primarily
residing in Greencastle. As previously mentioned, the COVID-19 pandemic and my decision to
reside in Greencastle during quarantine, substantially furthered my experience and connection to
the Greencastle community outside of DePauw’s campus. It is also important to acknowledge
that I am a white female from a higher socioeconomic status, which is part of the reason why I
am able to receive this higher education and conduct this research project. My previous
connection to Greencastle, ability to reside and work with community members, and personal
investment in relationships outside DePauw provides me with a participant group that other
students or researchers might otherwise not have access to. It also means that I have preestablished rapport with these individuals, making participant recruitment and trust in confiding
personal stories easier.

Benefits of an Oral History on Material Culture in Greencastle Indiana: How Does This
Project Engage with Concepts of Reciprocity?
Along with furthering community building and valuing individuals who live in
Greencastle, this project will produce a concrete documentation of valuable material object
stories and investigate familial and generational connections. There is an element of reciprocity
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and collaboration here, as there will be a physical manifestation of the project in the form of
recorded interviews and photographs. I aim to use ethnographic research, collection of oral
history, and photographic documentation as a means to give back to the community, facilitating
the sharing of stories. The act of this storytelling, with material culture as a prompt, will provide
a space for community members to tell their stories and be listened to. Thus, my interest in these
stories and facilitation of the participants ability to tell them will serve as a form of reciprocity- I
aim not to just take effort and emotional work from the community for my own research, but to
turn these stories into a beneficial product.
The product of this project will be a collection of interviews about these movable objects,
photographs of the objects, and the accompanying written thesis (aided by archival and historical
research) exploring what this means for the history and cultural identity of Greencastle. This
connection to Greencastle extends to a final shared product of an accessible and curated
collection of interviews and photographs (website).

An Overview of Collected Data and Results of the Oral History Project
Over the course of three months, between January 2022 and March 2022, I conducted 15
interviews with 13 participants from Greencastle, Indiana or the Putnam County Area (both longand short-term residents). These interviews resulted in 115.25 minutes of recorded audio (an
average of 7.7 minutes per interview). The longest interview lasted 16 minutes and 50 seconds,
and the shortest only 4 minutes and 15 seconds. It took approximately 30 minutes to transcribe
every 5 minutes of the interviews, so about 691.5 minutes of transcribing time (11.5 hours). This
does not account for the time it took to coordinate the interviews, or the hours I spent with these
participants off the record. It felt wrong to merely ask these participants to dedicate energy to
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these interviews and then leave, so I often found myself spending hours with them at their
residences or other interview locations. Some of the most interesting or valuable information
they shared with me—things they perhaps did not think much of or did not think were worth
academic attention—were shared off the record in these moments or even days after the
interviews. I tried to document these thoughts when appropriate and will include notes in the
following discussion of the interviews about them. Overall, 13 participants were interviewed
once, 1 participant completed their interview and a follow up interview, and 3 participants were a
part of a joint follow up interview.

The Stories: A Discussion of the Outcomes and Content of the Individual Oral Histories
About Material Culture in Greencastle, Indiana
In the following section, I discuss each of the oral histories I collected; word for word
transcripts, as well as photos of the objects chosen, can be found in the appendices. Participants
chose to discuss a wide variety of items, including: items for decorative purposes, items used
every day, items worn, items lost, and items with familial meaning. Since this project is not
strictly bound to social science research, I do not comb through the transcripts or code them into
a dataset to be analyzed for inter-relatability. While there are some general themes that arose
between the collected oral histories (which I will discuss later on), I am more interested in these
histories as individual preserved stories, unique to each of my participants, yet also connected by
familial and community relationships. For the purpose of elucidating those relationships, I have
grouped my discussion of the stories into “family groups,” consisting both of individuals with
genetic and marital ties, and those who are not related by a common ancestor but by a choice to
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live together. Two individuals, and their relationships to family members who could not be
interviewed, will also be discussed.

Family Group 1: Kendra E., Steve J. and Samantha E.
My first group of participants, all of whom I know very well, and I would consider
“family,” are couple Kendra E. and Steve J., along with Kendra E.’s daughter Samantha E., who
is currently residing with them. Kendra was the first participant to be interviewed, so her initial
interview reflects some “awkwardness” and a need for refinement of the interview questions. In
this first interview, I found it difficult to separate my relationship with the participant as my
“second mother” from me as the researcher. A second interview was needed for her to elaborate
and explain many things that I already knew. Kendra identified her “father’s wood carvings and
paintings” as her most important material object.17 When asked if she could narrow this
collection down to one item, she replied that “they’re all important,” which did not quite align
with what I had intended participants to choose. I wanted to honor her decision that there wasn’t
one item in the collection more important than the others, so we moved forward with talking
about the entire woodworking collection. Kendra identifies that most of these objects came into
her possession when her “father passed away,” and that they have a connection to her childhood
home, as “most of them were made in my family home in his woodworking shop in our
basement where I grew up.” While these objects “remain in a fixed place” in her home, she has
had them in “all of [her] homes.” At the conclusion of the interview she emphasizes the
sentimental value of these objects, asserting that “they’re invaluable to me and they can’t be
replaced because my father has passed away and everything that he made is important to me”
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and she plans on “handing it down” in the future. The contents of this interview reveal that
Kendra’s “father’s wood carvings and paintings” are imbued with memories of her father which
evokes a sense of closeness to him and her family when she thinks of them. Some are merely
decorative items, while others serve a functional purpose, but they are all incorporated
thoughtfully into her home, which reflects how cherished and valued they are to her.
In a follow up interview with Samantha, I asked a variety of questions about Kendra’s
“father’s wood carvings and paintings,” as she also grew up with these objects and sees them
every day in her current home with Kendra and Steve. Memories of Samantha’s grandfather’s
woodworking shop seemed to be closely tied to these wood-crafted objects. She described vivid
memories of him whittling with his hands or of being down in this woodworking shop where “he
always had music playing, it was usually Frank Sinatra” and there was “sawdust everywhere.”18
Similar to Kendra, these objects are important to Samantha because they were made by her
grandfather: “he made me my first ever tack trunk and my first grooming box, all kinds of really
you know unique and different things that meant a lot to me, and looking back now wish I still
had him to make me stuff.” Beyond the act of him producing these objects and leaving them
behind for his family members to remember him by (which may not have been his intention at
the time but certainly is relevant after his passing), Samantha shared in making art and being
creative with him. She notes that “I really loved art growing up… he was the one who taught me
how to hold a paintbrush properly and what paint brushes do what… he really taught me the art
of handwriting.” For Samantha, these objects go beyond physical products of her grandfather’s
artistic skill but are also tied to memories of knowledge and skill he taught and shared with her.
Also similar to her mother, it is difficult for her to pick one favorite object in the collection, as “it
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was a lot of good memories and a lot of good things that he made that all stick out to me.” This
collection of wood carvings and paintings goes beyond sentimental decorative or functional
pieces but is in some ways a physical manifestation that ties both Samantha and her mother to
the knowledge and family bond they shared with the man who made them.
In her follow up interview, Kendra was more willing to go in depth about the production
and details of some of the main objects in the collection. This interview was more productive,
aided in part because Samantha and Steve were present and because I conducted it while Kendra
was cooking dinner.19 She shared a story about how she got the pantry door in her home, which
came from an old home that her father saved because “everybody else used to throw all of the
doors away, but he was like I’m not throwing old history away. So he stripped it, which took a
long time. It had lots of paint on it.” Kendra vividly recalls a conversation she had with her dad
about taking the door, which used to be a cabinet door in his woodworking collection, to her
home and finding someone to hang it properly. This door that has a “sense of family” associated
with it, is now used every day by everyone in the household, a tangible remnant of Kendra’s
relationship with her father.20
Another object in the collection is a wooden horse with intricate facial details. Kendra
recalls how it certainly was not one of his best works, but now sits on a table in the center of
their living room: “he was going to make a rocking horse, and that one turned out too small so he
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Kendra is a phenomenal cook and her family is very involved in catering businesses; her father
owned a catering business in Indianapolis, and now her son Clayton runs it. She cooks a family
dinner every night and it seems to be both a passion and comforting activity for her. Conducting
the interview while she cooked removed a lot of the awkwardness and turned the interview into
more of a conversation than a probing or sterile research task.
20
Steve likes to joke about how the pantry door keeps mice “in,” as one time while Kendra was
cutting my hair in the kitchen, he opened the door and a mouse ran straight out and in between
my legs to underneath the couch. For me, I often think of this memory when I open the door
now. It was a great source of laughter for all of us.
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didn’t put it on a rocker and it just sat in our house by the fireplace forever.” In her follow up
interview, Samantha notes that “I used to think the horse was so ugly because it’s anatomically
not correct at all, it’s eyes are on the front of its head, its feet are weird.”21 However, “it’s one of
those objects that even though it’s not the most beautiful pieces, it’s still a family favorite
because of what it meant to us.” This object serves as an example of something that held little
initial value to the family compared to other pieces, but now is one of the most notable pieces in
the collection, initiated by the passing of Kendra’s father and increasingly the meaning of horses
in their life (connecting to Michael Thompson’s Rubbish Theory).
When Samantha was interviewed about her most important material object, she selected
her “Blue Ribbon Spur Straps,” a functional yet also decorative piece used to hold spurs for
horse riding on her boots.22 She recalls when she purchased them “the year of my 16th birthday
and I went to the Quarter Horse Congress in Columbus, Ohio… my parents had given me my
money so I could spend it there and I bought this pair of spur straps that were a little over-the-top
and probably way too expensive.” For Samantha, part of the value of these spur straps stems
from the fact that “it was the first expensive piece of horse equipment that I had ever bought for
myself.” The smell of these spur straps is a good way to indicate how frequently they are used, as
“they definitely smell like horses, they smell like sweat and hard work and [um] years of living
on my boots and only being cleaned probably five times in the whole time I’ve owned them.”
For the most part, these spur straps “kind of get beat to hell,” and certainly have a functional use
for anytime she is riding or training horses. Beyond this utilitarian function, their brand and look
(and the fact she bought them with her own money) allowed her to “look the part because I had
these nice expensive [you know] high end spur straps, that [you know] definitely only the higher
21
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end or big name trainers would have.” Tied to these spur straps is a sense of identity, an
association with the “in crowd” in the equestrian world which is important to Samantha: they
“made me feel like I wasn’t a little kid playing the part anymore. I felt like I was part of the
group.” While she will likely have to replace these spurs at some point (if they break or
deteriorate and are no longer functional), they have remained a constant in her life, as “my spur
straps have always stayed the same but my spurs are always changing.” Straying away from the
woodworking collection, which certainly has familial ties and shared meanings, these spur straps
are a symbol of Samantha’s individuality and personal accomplishments in the equestrian
community.
In Steve’s interview, he identified an object that is both meaningful to family
relationships as well as serves a functional purpose, like the pantry door. Steve’s most important
material object is his fishing pole, which he has had for about 20 years. The value in this fishing
pole for Steve is that “you know, you just go fishing, you relax, and you don’t think about stuff.
That’s the best thing about it. Usually we go to the little lake in Greencastle, we see Eagles flying
around, crazy stuff like that.”23 Steve emphasizes that the role of this fishing pole has stayed
consistent throughout his life, its “[j]ust a really good way to relax.” An important aspect of
fishing for Steve is the people he goes fishing with, including his son and wife Kendra. Steve’s
grandparents taught him how to fish, and he often goes “out there to the lake out by Mom and
Dad’s place” to fish. For Steve, this fishing pole connects to a multigenerational shared activity
of fishing, and knowledge passed down by his grandparents of how to do so. The fishing pole
itself, which Steve will throw out and “get another one” when it wears out, serves more of a
functional purpose than sentimental. However, it is tied to Steve’s memories of fishing with
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family. The many fishing poles displayed in his garage which belong to his dad (who has now
passed on) reveal a sentimental attachment to fishing as a family activity.24 These fishing poles
are possibly more valuable to him now that his dad is gone, evidenced by his choice to keep
them despite there no longer being a functional need for them.

Family Group 2: Jackie D., Brain D.
In Jackie D.’s interview, she identified her “Magic Blue Wish Bottle” as her most
important material object, after contemplating about her entire house and the items of value to
her in it. This “Magic Blue Wish Bottle” is “made of beautiful clear blue glass” and when “light
shines through it,” it “casts a beautiful blue color on the wall.”25 While she has had this bottle
since she was a child, it has not always physically been with her, as “it stayed mostly primarily in
Greencastle and Indianapolis. So my mom held it for years and I traveled the world…So I didn’t
move around with it a lot.” In our interview, while describing how she acquired the bottle and
what it means to her, Jackie told me the story of a woman named Nina Bailey who gave her the
bottle. Jackie is one of just a few people to remember this woman, who she says “graduated high
school, I believe, in Greencastle; I can’t find historical record of her… I don’t know if Nina was
like a nickname, can’t find her historically, which is weird for me.”
The story of Nina Bailey, and her relationship with Jackie, is as follows:
“She lived on Franklin Street. She had this corner room in this house on Franklin Street.
Tiny room that she lived in and her kitchen was miniature, [like] it was everything was
miniaturized. And she was this six foot tall, glorious (I don’t know) 80 year old woman anyway.
When I was 10, my sister and I rode our bikes from where we lived in the country, it was 10
miles from here. I ended up having [like], heat exhaustion or heat stroke or something awful. We
were [like], oh my god, we made it all the way to town. What do we do? My dad, we saw my dad
at work. He was like “go see this lady on Franklin Street, her name is Nina Bailey.” [blablabla]
Anyway, we hit it off, she fed us, she took care of us, we still had to ride our bikes back home,
24
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that part of the story really baffles me in retrospection [laughs]. Okay. So, we ended up leaving
the country where I grew up, where we owned that grocery store, and we moved into town. My
soul was not okay with that. And that meant leaving all my animals and leaving the land and
leaving the forest and leaving nature, nine year old me wasn’t feeling that. [sensitive information
redacted to protect participant] One day I said I need to see this woman, Nina. So I went to visit
her and we fell in love and we would make art together. I believe she saved my soul. She's my
fairy godmother, we spent years together.”
Jackie’s “Magic Blue Wish Bottle” is a way for her to remember this beautiful story of
Nina Bailey, her “fairy godmother,” and the time they spent together. In some ways, it is a
representation of this story and a lingering piece of Nina for Jackie to remember her. Our
conversation about the bottle allowed her to recall memories of this woman who some also
called “Aunt Pitty Pat” who would “carry packs of gum and hand them out to kids, juicy fruit.
She turned out I think it was [like] Mary Poppins… she was always making something or doing
something.” Beyond the bottle’s qualities of beauty and intricacy, Jackie recognizes that its value
lies in its connection to her memories of Nina.
Although Nina Bailey is no longer physically present in Jackie’s life, this “Magic Blue
Wish Bottle” allows her to still feel attached to Nina. Jackie asserts that the bottle brought her to
her home now: “I believe it to be part of how I got to the house, I’ve tucked a lot of wishes in
there about me finding a home. And now we’re here together.” While the “Magic Blue Wish
Bottle” has a special place on her bedroom shelf (protected by a Tinkerbell figurine to remind
her children to be careful around it) it has an active role and use in her life. She describes how
both herself and her children whisper their own wishes into it: “So I get the bottle down, and
then they say a little thing down into it, and then, oh so sweet, and you just whisper, and the put
the wish in the bottle.” When asked to reflect on the value of this material object in her life,
Jackie says that it “shines out and holds within it the key that I’ve carried and turned into coming
home with my children, it’s been quietly significant this whole time.” This bottle has been with
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Jackie, either literally or distantly (with her mother or aunt) for most of her life, as she’s
“evolved from child, young woman, wife, mother.” While Jackie’s children do not know the
extent of Jackie’s relationship with Nina, as she has excluded some details that are hard to
discuss, the bottle allows her to share the love and goodness she associates with Nina with her
children. The “Magic Blue Wish Bottle” holds significant sentimental value unique to Jackie,
which only she can fully feel the weight of and understand. Although her children do not have
the same relationship or memories with Nina as Jackie, it allows her to share parts of Nina with
them. This beautiful bottle helps to preserve the memory of a woman without “historical record”
and to pass it down from Jackie to her children.26
Jackie’s husband, Brian D. also discussed a material object which he noted retains a very
specific and individual value and meaning to him, compared to his family member’s knowledge
of the object. Brian chose a 1955 guitar and case that belonged to his grandmother. This guitar
has “character lines” (cracks and weathering) is “not that fancy apiece” and is “probably your
$99 guitar these days.”27 Brian remembers how his other family members interacted with the
guitar, as “it was my grandma’s and she, so she played in church… I remember her playing it at
[like] gatherings at her house.” He also remembers how it then became his dad’s and how his dad
“played in church, occasionally at home, mostly at church.” When Brian received the guitar from
his dad, he “took it to college” and now he plays in his office. Like Jackie’s “Magic Blue Wish
Bottle” which she only takes off the shelf to wish into, Brian uses this guitar for private use, “not
Jackie’s interview was one of the most personal and vulnerable stories I collected. I am very
grateful to her for sharing it with me and granting me permission to include it as part of my
thesis. Some of the transcript has been redacted to protect personal and emotional information
that she shared with me. My hope is that any readers of this thesis will respect how vulnerable
her story is. I thought about changing her first name to protect her identity in this project, but that
felt wrong given how personal this story is- I wanted her to retain ownership of it. She granted
me permission to keep this story with her real name.
27
See Appendix M6.
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so much for display or performance.” He recalls that he “used to play it with me and Jackie, a
little bit. But again, just in or just sitting at home hanging around. So I guess, maybe it’s just
always kind of like that and that’s why it’s held up so long.” This guitar has not seen extravagant
performances, but rather has been used more privately in the family and shares an
intergenerational connection of being passed down to Brian from his father and before that his
grandmother. The guitar has “such a strong family connection… this thing is important as [like]
a family bond.” Brian notes that his guitar “has its own intrinsic value, because I can play music
on it,” (its basic function), but what is important to him now is the combination of it having its
own value, along with a “family connection” and the fact that “it’s been with me for a large
percentage of my life.” Overall, Brian plays music on this guitar, it connects him to three
generations of family, and it brings him comfort as it has been a staple possession for him for
most of his life. He plays to keep this guitar in his family too and plans on passing it down like
his dad and grandmother did.

Family Group 3: Jem P. and James C.
Jem P. identified her “Saint Benediction necklace” as her most important material object.
It is a gold necklace that she wears all the time except to shower and to sleep. This necklace was
a gift from her mom 10 years ago, and she brings it with her everywhere she travels. In the
interview, she recalled the story of how she got the necklace, which was not supposed to be hers
to begin with: “It’s so funny cause this necklace was not supposed to be mine, I asked my mom
to give it to me, it was supposed to be for my cousin, [like] my baby cousin.”28 The importance
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of this necklace lies in its connection to Jem’s mom and to Saint Benediction, and she just wants
“people to know that it’s special because it’s from my mom.” She plans on keeping it forever.29
James C. selected his phone to discuss in the interview, which at first glance is a very
common object with a specific function. While James uses his “iphone 13 promax” for basic
everyday tasks like “discovering new things, new applications” it is also valuable to him because
it allows him to stay in touch with his family.30 James recognizes that “I want like for daily
communication incase of emergency, I can contact my friends, family, for work.”31 James values
his phone because of what it allows him to do: “it’s for communication, video call” and “as I
intern here in the states, it is very important to have my phone all the time to communicate with
my family from the other side of the world.” While James’ phone is similar to anyone else's, he
associates an extra level of value or meaning with it because it allows him to stay in touch with
his family.

Family Group 4: Sue G., Katherine L., Isabel M. and Taylor M.
The following four individuals were grouped together because they all reside in a
communal living environment together and participate in relationship bonding or supportive
activities. Sue G., the only long-term resident of Greencastle, is an authority or supervising
figure participants Katherine L., Isabel M., and Taylor M. (who are all temporary residents of
29

Jem has lived in Greencastle for three years and three months, but the rest of her biological
family lives overseas. The geographical separation of her from her family likely adds an
additional layer of value to the necklace and its connection to her mom and memories of family.
I have grouped Jem P. and James C. together in a family group because they reside together in a
residence in Greencastle and partake in a shared experience of English as their second language
and having family overseas.
30
See Appendix O1.
31
Grammatical errors are intentionally left intact in the transcripts. Since English is not Jem P. or
James C.’s first language, there were some concepts or thoughts that seemed harder for them to
discuss or describe to me.
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Greencastle in attendance at DePauw. This family group is a good example of how the lives of
Greencastle residents do overlap with DePauw students.
In Sue G.’s interview, she discussed with me her gold and diamond necklace, which she
“bought at the jewelry store” with her friend.32 She believes that it is mostly important to her, but
she plans on passing it down to one of her daughters, which is part of the reason why she
purchased it. Sue says that she has it because, “I have a generation diamond ring. So I had to
have something of equal value to go to the other daughter.” While this necklace does not mean
much to Sue’s daughter yet, its significance to Sue is primarily due to her intentions of passing it
down. The necklace is in some ways a symbol of Sue’s family connection to her daughter’s, as
she wears it every day.
Isabel M. also selected a jewelry item as her most important material object. She
discussed with me her gold ankle bracelet that she was given by her grandmother. Isabel never
takes this anklet off unless it is broken and needs to be fixed by a jeweler, and it is important to
her because “all [like] the women in our [like] close family wear them.”33 This anklet reminds
Isabel of memories she has of her grandparents' old house in Maryland and when her
grandmother gave her the anklet when “we were in [like] the living room of their old house in
Maryland. So it makes me think of that house and like memories there.” For Isabel, this anklet is
associated with childhood memories of her grandparents, and currently serves as a physical
reminder of a closeness with the women in her family. It's become more important to her
overtime, and now “it’s always been important to my grandma. She wears it every day too. But
then overtime now that my sister and my mom wear it as well it's like something that connects us
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all.” Like Sue’s necklace that she plans to give to her daughter, Isabel also wants to give her
daughter (if she has one) an anklet to share in this family tradition.
Taylor M. also chose a material object consisting of a “chain link,” but rather than a
wearable jewelry piece she selected her dog’s chain collar. Like Sue and Isabel, Taylor keeps
this object with her on a daily basis: “I keep it in my backpack, and I travel with this backpack,
so she’s always with me when I travel.”34 She remembers when she traveled to Italy with the
collar, and when “there was one day we went to the Vatican city and the Pope was coming out
and blessing the crowd, so I brought the collar with me and had it blessed by the Pope.” Taylor’s
reasoning for keeping the collar with her connects to Sue and Isabel’s reasons for wearing their
jewelry. Taylor says that “it’s important to keep things like that, to remember things that you
loved, [or whatever] close to you, things that are important that you don’t want to forget, cause
that’s part of the reason too why I keep her around.” Sue, Isabel, and Taylor all live in a
communal space away from biological family members. So, it is interesting that they all chose to
discuss transportable material objects that remind them of family or loved ones.
Katherine L., the last individual in this family group, chose to discuss videotapes of her
childhood. This interview differs from the others because Katherine does not have these
videotapes with her, as she cannot currently find them. However, when she thinks of these old
cassette tapes, she remembers memories and experiences of her childhood and with her family.
The value of these tapes for Katherine is tied to a longing to find these tapes and to learn more
about her childhood. She recognizes that the loss of these tapes and their importance is “a really
big part of my life. And so I kind of like for them to be gone is [like] losing kind of a part of my
memories that I don't even have right now, if that makes sense. Like it's kind of like losing a few
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years of your life that you don't know about.”35 Katherine’s most important object, like other
participants, is tied to remembering specific memories and family experiences. However, the
lack of actually having this object emphasizes how meaning is created by individuals and tied to
objects, even if those objects are not physically present.

Individuals: Lauren S. and Michele F.
Lauren S.’s most important material object was a Rubbermaid plastic tub, which contains
her grandma’s sweater’s, daughter’s baby quilt and jacket, and old film slides in an old cigar
box. While I could only interview Lauren, both her parents are long-term Greencastle residents
and she has lived in the town for most of her life. The Rubbermaid tote, although a very generic
and monetarily insignificant item, contains objects with great personal and familial meaning for
Lauren. The clothes are tied to “vivid memories of her [daughter] in each of those little outfits,
they were milestones, like the jacket we took her to Disney world.” In addition, the slides
preserve memories of Greencastle and a sense of local historical identity, as “a lot of the slides
are images of my parents growing up, so there’s [you know], landmarks of Greencastle or the
farm they grew up on, so that’s still here.” At the end of the interview, Lauren urges others to
“Print your pictures, I would say that. We obviously live in an age where we capture everything
on our phone, but you're also at the mercy of your phone or icloud or anything like that. And it's
nice to just have physical pictures to just sit and go through overtime.” This piece of advice
evidences how Lauren values material objects as ways to remember her own childhood as well
as her daughter’s. Each item in the Rubbermaid tote is closely tied to sentimental memories
important to Lauren and her family.
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Michele F., another longtime resident of Greencastle (since 1999), also discussed a
material object with close family ties- an intricate hand sewn quilt made by her grandmother.
While Michele has only had the quilt in her possession for two years, it is valuable to her
because of the time and work it took to make it, as well as its connection to her Grandmother and
mother. Interestingly, Michele stores this quilt in a protective plastic tub (like Lauren S.). She
emphasizes that “it’s important to me because it was all done by hand. There was no machinery
involved and just the love and the time that somebody actually put into it.”36 In the future,
Michele plans to “keep it forever until I die and then I will give it to my granddaughter.”

Overarching Themes in the Object Stories
While each of these collected object stories is unique and individual to the participant
who shared them, there were commonalities that arose between some of the interviews. First,
each of the participants could identify individual meanings tied to their most important material
object. The interviews reveal that none of these meanings were solely based on function or
sentiment, but rather a combination of the two. The value of these objects in the life of each
participant cannot be dwindled down to a single characteristic. For example, Kendra E.’s pantry
door is one of the most used objects in her home on a daily basis but is also intricately tied to
memories of her dad and her relationship to him. Similarly, James C.’s phone serves many
practical functions, but he also has a sentimental attachment to it because it allows him to stay
connected to his family.
In addition, in 4 of the interviews, participants specifically identified that in the future
they intend to pass their most important material object down to a family member. Kendra E.,
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Brian D., Sue G. and Isabel M. noted that they want their object to stay in their family. The
transfer of important material objects from different generations was a recurring idea discussed
with participants. 7 participants could identify someone (or a loved one more generally) who
transferred possession of the object to them or owned the object before them. For Kendra E. it
was her father, for Jackie D. it was Nina Bailey her “fairy godmother,” for Brian D. it was his
grandmother and father, for Jem P. it was her mother, for Katherine L. it was her parents who
recorded the tapes, for Isabel M. it was her grandmother, and for Taylor M. her collar belonged
to her dog before she took hold of it. Brian D. and Isabel M.’s material objects are very closely
linked to an intergenerational passing down of objects (Brian’s guitar from his grandmother to
father and Isabel’s anklet tradition shared with all the women in her family). It was also
interesting to see that although the idea of passing down objects through generations arose
frequently in the interview, the individual participants also retained specific memories and
meanings to the object that are unique to them and different or unknown to other family
members. This project highlights how material objects can connect individuals to family
memories, and how intergenerational interviews can provide multiple perspectives on the same
objects. For example, Samantha E. 's follow up interview to her mother Kendra E.’s object story
reveals how she possesses her own memories and associated values to the woodworking
collection (she can recall memories of her grandfather teaching her the “art of handwriting,” a
unique experience to herself).
The object stories also illuminated connections to Greencastle, but not in the way I had
initially expected. I anticipated that many of these objects might be tied to Greencastle’s history
or be derived from the area. However, for most of the participants, they could not identify a
specific connection to Greencastle. What is important about these stories is not necessarily about
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Greencastle as a place itself, but the fact that these stories would otherwise go unknown to most.
Jackie D. identified that her “Magical Blue Wish Bottle” is very connected to Greencastle and
Nina Bailey (who the town does not have any historical record of, according to Jackie) and
Lauren S. notes that her slides document images of Greencastle from the past. However, for the
most part, the material objects selected are not specific to Greencastle. Few participants knew the
origin or production history of their objects- the value of these objects comes more from who the
object came from, what it means now, or how they use it in their life currently. This emphasizes
that the merit of this project lies in the valuing of individual stories who would often not be
considered worthy for interview in academic research. This project could be replicated in any
small midwestern town, but these specific oral histories are important because of the individual
meanings they hold for my participants and my relationship with these people.
Lastly, this project sparked recollection of things either lost or forgotten. One participant,
Taylor M., told me days after her interview that she “just had a dream about my collar, actually.”
Talking about this object prompted recollection and remembrance of memories that she might
have otherwise not thought of. In Katherine L.’s case, although she does not physically have her
childhood tapes, she holds onto memories of them and longs to find them so she can remember
things about her past. Overall, thinking about these objects, and conversing about them with my
participants spurred recollection of a wide variety of memories and experiences. Material objects
are useful tools to prompt storytelling because of the meanings and memories embedded with
them- all specific to the individual and often tied to family or valued relationships. Overall, this
project bridges a divide between Greencastle and DePauw by beginning to foster an interest in
the unique lives of those who live in the town.
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Jackie’s Theories on Membranes and “Membranic” Energy
Following Jackie D.’s interview on her “Magic Blue Wishbottle,” she shared with me
what she calls her “Theory on Membranes and ‘Membranic’ Energy.”37 She explained to me
how there is a connecting energy between people through objects or places. Either by way of
these objects, or in physical places, individuals can share in a relationship where they pick up on
this connecting energy. Jackie used the example of a house, where someone might associate with
“my aunt lived there” or “we were friends with the people who lived there” and when you are
then in this space you think of memories with those people and are connected to such
relationships by the house and space. Jackie believes that her life and the world around us is
embedded with membranes, and that one can leave membranes in surprising places. She says that
when you touch these membranes, you unlock them and tap into “membranous energy.” It
seemed fitting to conclude my project with an explanation of Jackie’s theory, as although she
does not have any academic education in material studies, she in some ways perfectly
summarizes my perspective on why objects can be used as prompts for storytelling. Like Jackie,
I believe that objects and maybe places too, are embedded with meaning that is only known to
and unlocked by individuals who possess memories that can be triggered by that object. Further,
maybe these objects and spaces can connect individuals with shared memories tied to these
objects. Local knowledge, thus, is in some ways just as adequate as academic knowledge. It does
not take a college degree to notice how one interacts with the world around them or to theorize
about important things in your life.

I am aware that “Membranic” is not a recognized word in the English dictionary, but I found it
fascinating how Jackie D. has coined her own terminology to describe phenomena she has
observed in her life and the world around her.
37
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Appendices
Participant Interview Transcriptions and Object Photographs

Appendix A
Participant Kendra E.
Appendix A1: Wooden Horse Front View
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Appendix A2: Wooden Horse Back/ Side View

Appendix A3: Wooden Horse Full Side View
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Appendix A4: Wooden Horse Face and Detailing

Appendix A5: Pantry Door Full View

Appendix A6: Pantry Door Top Details
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Appendix A7: Pantry Door Bottom Details
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Appendix A8: Pantry Doorknob

Appendix A9: Pantry Door Inside View

Appendix A10: Pantry Door Upper Right-Hand Corner Details
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Appendix A11: Interview Transcript for Kendra E.
Are you currently a resident of Greencastle, Indiana?
Yes
And how long have you lived in Greencastle?
Seven years
And do you have any other family members that also live in Greencastle?
Yes
Okay, let's see, what is the most important material object currently in your possession? This
must be a movable tangible object.
Any of my father’s wood carvings and paintings.
And can you describe these wood carvings to me? What do they look like?
Well, there's a horse, a curio cabinet, a painting, they're all hand made. There's a whale tail.
Is there one particular like wood carving that is your favorite?
They're all important.
And, this is kind of weird, do they have a kinda smell to them? Thinking about the five
senses…How do they feel or smell or what are they made of, wood obviously?
Well, If I think about my father and the stuff he made while he was making there was a smell.
They don’t smell now, but.
Yeah, tell me about that.
They smell like a woodshop, a woodworking shop.
And how do you maintain or take care of them?
Just clean them, keep them clean and safe from any kids breaking them
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And has their appearance changed since like you first got them or are they weathered or
damaged?
Nope, some of them are weathered maybe.
Okay, in terms of their context like how did they come into your possession?
My father passed away.
And so he made all of them right? Do you know where he got the materials to make them or the
process of making them?
Um they most of them were made in my family home in his woodworking shop in our basement
where I grew up.
And what different places have you brought these objects to have you always just have them in
your home here?
I’ve had them in other homes, all of my homes.
And do you travel with these objects or do they kind of remain in a fixed place?
They remain in a fixed place.
Do they have any connection to Greencastle, Indiana where you currently reside?
No.
And, do you have any like specific memories of these objects, make like of one specific object,
can you tell me its story?
The horse, he started making it for my kids as a rocking horse and he drew it and I still have the
drawings and the pattern of the cutouts he put together, and he made it for family.
And so, thinking about this wooden horse, would you say that its purpose is maybe like more
functional or sentimental, or both?
Sentimental.
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Let’s see, do you plan on keeping it forever or what do you plan on doing with it in the future?
Handing it down.
And who would you hand it down to?
My favorite child, not saying who it is.
Do you know the monetary value of these objects, or is it all just sentimental to you?
Would you ever sell them if someone offered you (like) a ton of money?
Sure, I can be bought. It would be a lot of money.
Is there anything else you would like to share about these material objects?
No that they’re invaluable to me and they can’t be replaced because my father has passed away
and everything that he made is important to me.
Okay, awesome, well thank you for participating in my study.
You’re welcome.

Appendix B
Participant Samantha E.
Appendix B1: Interview Transcript for Samantha E. (Follow Up Interview to Appendix A)

Okay, so this is a follow up interview about your mom, Kendra Eckert’s favorite object, which is
her dad’s woodworking collection. So I am just curious about your own memories of this
collection and any sort of sentiments or values that you hold for the collection. So my first
question is can you describe your Grandpa’s woodworking collection to me? What were some of
the objects in it, just anything that you can remember off the top of your head.
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My grandpa’s woodworking collection had so many different things in it, I mean he made
everything from repurposed doors with beautiful stained glass in them, to big armoires, to tiny
little tinker toys and when he was at home he would sit in front of the T.V. and just widdle if he
wasn’t down in his woodworking shop, he would always have something in his hands that he
was doing. When you went down in his workshop, it was down in a basement, it walked out to
their backyard, and he always had music playing, it was usually Frank Sinatra. And um I mean
sawdust everywhere and you would walk down there and you would never know what he was
doing he's either has a piece of a wood on the lave making legs for a table or he's painting
something with oil paints or he's you know making me something for one of my class projects.
He went through different phases. He had like a clock phase where he made a bunch of
grandfather clocks and in each one he would hide a little painted mouse in it somewhere,
somewhere different every time. He went through a cabinet phase, where he was making big
cabinets and my grandma had one in her kitchen that had like different kinds of pasta in the front
of each door, um between pieces of glass. I mean he had so many things that he made, he made
me my first ever tack trunk and my first grooming box, all kinds of really you know unique and
different things that meant a lot to me, and looking back now wish I still had him to make me
stuff.
And so maybe talking more about his woodworking shop too, um can you describe to me a little
more about what it was like or a specific memory you have of visiting him there?
I remember when he was making, it was either the Conestoga wagon or the guillotine that he
made for me, for I think 3rd grade we learned about medieval times and maybe 4th grade we
learned about going West, um I think it was the guillotine cause I’m pretty sure we were down in
the shop and my little brother and I went down there with a hot dog and we were cutting up this
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hot dog with my newfound guillotine that he made for me for my like 3rd grade presentation.
But, yeah every time I loved going down there just to see what he was working on, he was the
most skilled artist that I knew, and I really loved art growing up and I kinda leaned towards it
through painting and doing clay work, um so he was the one who taught me how to hold a
paintbrush properly and what paint brushes do what and he taught me how to use a calligraphy
pen, um he was really big into like drawing on his grandfather clocks and painting different
numbers different ways, so he really taught me the art of handwriting.
Um, and do you have (like) a favorite piece from his woodworking collection or like one object
that really stands out to you that you remember?
He made um, he took like a old tree truck or it was like a half a piece of wood, it was probably 2
and a half- 3 feet tall maybe a foot- foot and a half wide, but it was rounded, it was like a really
yellowy oak, and he carved into it what everybody says was me when I was little, standing in a
creek pointing to a bird. And it's just a little girl with long hair, um a little dress that just barely
covers her butt and reaching up and pointing at a bird on a tree while standing on a rock in a
creek, and that's one of those ones that always will stand out to me. Um that one because
everyone always told me it was me, whether it really was me or not, but I think it's me. That and
probably my first tack trunk that he made for me cause when I got my first horse it was really
important that I have somewhere safe to keep all of my tack and he made me a really beautiful
dark wood tack trunk that I could but my saddle and my groom box in, anything I ever needed
horse wise he was always ready to build for me, old name plates for horses stalls, he and I would
sit down in the basement and paint horses names on little wooden plaques to put in front of their
stalls. You know, it was a lot of good memories and a lot of good things that he made that all
stick out to me.
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And so, I’m reflecting on a previous interview that I had with your mom and she picked two
pieces from the collection that mean a lot to her. And so one of them is this door that you have in
your home, um that kind of serves as the pantry door. Can you maybe tell me some about that,
describe it and anything it means to you now.
Um, our pantry door is very unique I would say. It almost looks like it belongs in an old Church,
um very cathedral esc. And it has beautiful stained glass on it and a very ornate handle and it
even has old original door hinges on it that I think are super cool um and I know like each piece
of that door, other than the actual door itself, all the intricate details he did and he did those by
hand and he hand painted it, and knowing he’s still here through that piece and even though we
have tons of other pieces, that’s the one that I feel like is the most him, um like he made that
because he loved the shape of the door, he loved the stained glass that he found, um it wasn’t just
hey grandpa make me a rocking horse, hey grandpa make me a tack box, this piece was
something that he obviously put a lot of time in um and I love the pops of teal and the pops of
copper and all of the antiquing on each part of metal, just makes it super unique.
And so there was one other object that she mentioned too, which is the wooden horse. Can you
kind of tell me the story of that too and what you remember about it?
I don’t remember the wooden horse as much when he first made it, I do remember it sat
downstairs in the basement for a long time and he used to have this huge dragon that he carved, I
mean huge, four foot long probably 8 to 12 in wide dragon that he carved to sit on top of his
mantel. And I remember at one point all of the grandchildren were so scared of the dragon that
they finally took it down and replaced it with the horse, um and I used to think the horse was so
ugly because it's anatomically not correct at all, it's eyes are on the front of its head, its feet are
weird, but knowing that he made that because he wanted us to have a rocking horse, and me
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going into horses later in life, like it's one of those objects that even though it's not the most
beautiful pieces, it's still a family favorite because of what it meant to us.
Awesome, well thank you so much for your participation in this follow-up interview.

Appendix C
Participant Kendra E.
Appendix C1: Interview Transcript for Kendra E. (Follow Up Interview to Appendix A)

Can you describe your dad’s wood working shop to me? Where was it? What did it look like,
smell like?
Kendra: Yes, it was in the basement of our family home where I grew up and it was, I don’t
know, probably 20 by 40, I don’t know it was pretty big.
Steve: 20 by 20
Samantha: It was long and skinny.
Kendra: It was long and skinny, maybe half of the basement of the house and it smelled like
sawdust.
And so my other follow up questions are just about [like] two of the objects that you mentioned
in the woodworking collection. The first is about the [like] door, your pantry door. So can you
describe how the store was made? Or like what was the process of putting it together?
Kendra: Well, he took it out of an old home and then he stripped it and had layers and layers of
paint on it. [And] everybody else used to throw all of the doors away, but he was like I’m not
throwing old history away. So he stripped it, which took a long time. It had lots of paint on it,
and…
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Samantha: Did he add all of the embellishment to it or did he, didn’t he, add that stuff to it, or did
he add just the black?
Kendra: Well, the glass was just a piece that happened to fit in there that he found, but he rubbed,
I mean he restrained it and you know stripped it down which [you know] took a long time and
but I mean that, you know that he didn't really make, it was something that he more of…
Samantha: Refurbished
Kendra: Refurbished, yeah and he had an eye for things that you shouldn’t throw away. The
other stuff he made, the horse, and the whale tail [Samantha: whale tail]...
Um, and how did you install it into your current home, or like who put it in? What was that like?
(collective laugh)
Kendra: He sat in a chair and watched the guy do it, “You can’t do it.”
Steve: He said it couldn’t be done, that what he said, nobody knew how to do it anymore
[Kendra: “it couldn’t be done”]
Kendra: But, um, so when we bought this house I knew that I wanted a cool door and he had
made a cabinet out of it, so it was a cabinet down in our basement that had old stereo stuff and
equipment in it. I mean, like a turntable and all that stuff and all their old records, and I said,
“Dad, that door’s really cool. Why would you want to waste it down in the basement on the
cabinet? Can I have it?”
Steve: I think she stole it. (collective laugh)
Kendra: I asked. “Said, what are you going to do with it?” “I said I’m going to make it my pantry
door.” “Oh no, you can’t do that, nobody can hang it.” “You can’t hang it, it doesn’t have a
frame, I said, nobody knows how to hang a door without a frame.” “I’m like, I’ll find somebody
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to figure it out” And so he said, “Well if you can find somebody to do it, you can have it.” So
down in the basement sat a cabinet without a door.
Um, let’s see, oh and what is its current function, [like] in your house?
Kendra: It’s the pantry door.
The pantry door (laugh).
Kendra: And also adds lots of charm and [Samantha: character] character and some family…
Steve: Mainly to keep the mice out…
Samantha, Kendra: Keep the mice in (laughs).
Um, let’s see, I guess this is kind of self explanatory but does it get used a lot?
Kendra: Yes
Samantha: It’s probably the most used door in the house.
Kendra: Yes, and it kind of worries me, [cause its] like the handle doesn’t fit right on it, like he
did the handle and this on it, so it doesn’t really have its old working, well it was actually a
screen door, so it was on the outside…
Steve: Are you confused?
So it was like, so it started as a screen door on somebody else's house…
Kendra: An old farmhouse, an old farmhouse, well I don’t know if it was a farmhouse, but it was
an old house in Indianapolis somewhere that [you know] they were tearing down. Well, they
were replacing it with new modern doors. Which is stupid because..
Samantha: Yeah but that door is a little short, you couldn’t use that as a door to your house.
Kendra: Well, it was really tall, (Samantha: oh it was?) he cut it down, he cut the bottom and the
top off yeah, to make the thing, I wish I had it when it was tall because it was really tall. He cut it
down to make that cabinet.
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Samantha: I didn’t know that.
Lets see, oh, what emotions or feelings does this door evoke for you? Or [like] what do you think
about when you look at it?
My dad, happy dad, no, my old grumpy dad. Just, just a sense of family.
Okay, and then the other object that I just had a couple more questions about is the wooden
horse. So, can you describe to me how it was made or [like] where it came from?
Kendra: Um, I don’t know why he started making that, well it started, he was going to make a
rocking horse and I forget who he made it for, he was going to make a rocking horse, and that
one turned out too small so he didn’t put it on a rocker and it just sat in our house by the fireplace
forever. He just always liked making different stuff and uh, I think cause I was into horses or
whatever too, he was just like, and the pattern was the thing that I like the most and I still have
that in the barn, which I need to [like] do something with. But that was kind of cool, so he made
it all in like pieces and put it together. And the pattern is really cool cause it's got all of his
handwriting on it and stuff like that. But, that then again is just part of the family, ya know,
heirlooms, or things that he had that I liked.
Samantha: He went from rocking horses, to airplanes, to rocking airplanes or airplanes on
wheels.
That’s kind of cool.
Kendra: Cabooses
Samantha: And then yeah, and then he made trains on wheels that were like…
Like you could ride on them?
Samantha: It was like a pedal car. It was like and then he would make little trunks that would
follow behind them. So it was like a little kid could have a train like, a train engine that they
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could sit in. And pedal around in it, but it didn’t have pedals, you had to use your feet. And then,
from those, it turned into my tack trucks, and from tack trunks it turned into groom boxes, and
then it turned into cabinetry, he went through phases. And then it was grandfather clocks for a
very long time, lots of grandfather clocks.
Kendra: And that I didn't get one of those because they were so big and so the things that I took
were things that I could take along with me anywhere that don’t take up too much room besides
the door.
Samantha: The grandfather clocks… (indistinguishable)
Kendra: Which will come with me when I leave this house, if I move.
Samantha: Or if I move.
You're gonna rip it off and take it?
Kendra: What happened to the door Steve?! Well, all Samantha’s shits gone though.
See the door strapped to the top of your car.
Kendra: You would die.
Samantha: That’s like the salad bowl.
Kendra: That’s what I should say, the salad bowl.
Samantha: I’m surprised that you didn’t say the salad bowl.
Kendra: I forgot. Well mom’s not dead yet, so it's really not mine yet.
Samantha: But grandpa used to, he had like a brand almost, like that he would…. He had a brand
and it said RAM which were his initials. And they were kind of like Old English writing and he
would stamp that that's on all of his woodworking, which I don't know if anything, does anything
here here have it on it?
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Kendra: Maybe its on the birds… yeah I think he made all of those before he got the brand.
Clayton’s got the brand now.
Samantha: He does?
Kendra: Uh huh.
Samantha: When he did his grandfather clocks, he [like] hand painted all the Roman numerals on
it, and that's who taught me Calligraphy, like he was really good at that kind of stuff.
Um, let see, oh my last question, so in my interview with Samantha she mentioned that there was
this barn that he made, do you know where any of that stuff is?
Kendra: Yeah, its up in the barn
Oh, really?
Samantha: My Samantha barn’s up in the barn?
Kendra: Yes.
Can we go find it? Like is it up in the top part?
Steve: We got to dust and everything else before it can come down. I’m moving the ladder.
Kendra: Your name tags in Kaylee’s bedroom.
Is there anything else you want to share or anything else you think is important?
Samantha: I told her about how he made my conestoga wagon or the guillotine
Kendra: And her barn
Samantha: And my barn, and my Breyer barn that hung above my bed.
Kendra: Yeah, and the little wooden girl.
Samantha: Oh yeah, I uh.
Kendra: Does Clayton have that?
Samantha: Clayton has it. Little girl standing on the rock in the creek.
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Alright, well thank you all so much for your participation in my research.

Appendix D
Participant Samantha E.
Appendix D1: Spur Straps on Samantha E. In Use: Boot, Stirrup, and Front Horse Legs Included
in Image
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Appendix D2: Full View of Samantha E. on Horse with Spur Straps and Spurs on Boots

Appendix D3: Side View of Outer Side of Spur Straps; Image Taken in Garage Where they are
Often Stored
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Appendix D4: Top View of Spur Straps; Image Taken in Garage Where they are Often Stored

Appendix D5: Side View of Inner Side of Spur Straps; Image Taken in Garage Where they are
Often Stored
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Appendix D6: Interview Transcript for Samantha E.
And are you currently a resident of Greencastle, Indiana?
Yes I am.
And how long have you lived in Greencastle for?
I moved from Texas to Greencastle in February of 2019, so almost 3 years.
And do any of your other family members also live in Greencastle?
They do, my mother.
And what is the most important material object currently in your possession? This must be a
movable tangible object.
I'd have to say my Blue Ribbon spur straps.
And what do these look like? Can you kind of describe their physical appearance to me?
They are a light to medium tooled-leather spur strap that has a big square silver, sterling silver
Concho on the side.
Um and maybe for those that don't know, what is a Concho or can you describe what that looks
like?
A concho is usually a round or square or hexagon, a piece of sterling silverware or a piece of
metal that is used to connect or to decorate different pieces of Western attire within the horse
industry.
And where did you get these spur straps, do you remember kind of who made them and where
they came from?
Yep, it was um the year of my 16th birthday and I went to the Quarter Horse Congress in
Columbus, Ohio and my birthday is usually right after the Congress ends so I had saved up all of
my soon to be birthday money, my parents had given me my money so I could spend it there and
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I bought this pair of spur straps that were a little over-the-top and probably way too expensive
but it was the first expensive piece of horse equipment that I had ever bought for myself.
Um, let's see and this is kind of weird but what do they feel like if you kind of imagined holding
them in your hand?
They're heavy, they're a lot stiffer than they used to be because they’re a little more weathered.
I’ve been wearing them since I was 16 so they’ve been with me for a long time and um usually
they stay on my boots, if they're not on my boots I never them unbuckle them I just slide them
off. But they’re heavy and now they're kind of stiff and a little cracked but they're still really nice
and smooth on the underside, and a little rough on the silver nowadays.
And do they have (like) a smell to them, which is also kind of weird, but…?
Heck yeah they smell real good. They definitely smell like horses, they smell like sweat and hard
work and [um] years of living on my boots and only being cleaned probably five times in the
whole time I've owned them.
And how do you [like] maintain or take care of them or do you do anything to them?
I usually try to oil them when I notice that they're getting a little crack or they're a little more dry
than usual. So I’ll take Neat’s foot oil or olive oil or vegetable oil and just oil them a little bit if I
have time and the ability to clean the silver I’ll use a silver polish, um on the silver buckle and
the silver conchos, but for the most part they kind of get beat to hell.
And um, let's see, so where do you typically keep them, are they just like on your boots?
Yeah, I typically keep them on my boots pretty much at all times. Once upon a time I put them in
a kind of hidden compartment in my old car and I thought they had gotten stolen from me and I
was very very sad for like 6 months cause I thought somebody stole them. So now they just stay
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on my boots where I can see them all the time, cause if I don’t see it I’ll (object permanence) and
forget about it and think someone stole them from me.
And do you travel with them if you go to different places or do they kind of remain in this fixed
space?
They, if I'm wearing boots they’re probably on my boots, if I go to a horse show I’m either
earring them or they’re close by, they travel back in forth in my truck just in case I decide to go
ride at some point in time so they pretty much go everywhere with me
And is there like a really formative memory you have with this object, maybe like a time beyond
when you got them that you can vividly remember and describe?
I remember [like] going to my first big Quarter Horse Show as a trainer when I was working for
Judd and Jennifer Paul of Xenia Ohio and um being young, I was right out of college, I didn’t
have a lot of money. I didn't have anything else that was really my own when I was trained
horses everything belong to either the clients or the trainers but I felt like I was still like part of
the club or you know able to be competing at that level because I look the part because I had
these nice expensive [you know] high end spur straps, that [you know] definitely only the higher
end or big name trainers would have. And it made me feel like I wasn't just a little kid playing
the part anymore. I felt like I was part of the group.
How can you describe [like] their value to you? Are they functional or are they worth, you know,
money or are they sentimental?
They are definitely still worth some money, I mean just the sterling silver on them alone is worth
(you know) has a monetary value to it, but the craftsmanship of them, (you know) not only the
tooling on the leather, the engraving in the silver- um, they're still worth money as far as if I
wanted to sell them. Not as much as I bought them for. But, um they are definitely still worth
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something, but for me it's more about functionality; they've been on my boots and on my feet for
so long that they just fit it and I don't have to worry about putting a different pair of spurs on and
them not fitting right. They always fit my foot and they make sure that my spurs are attached
properly and you know they're always exactly the same every time I use them.
So do you ever see yourself [like] getting a new pair or [you know] if they get [like] damaged
would you be really sad about it?
I don't know if I’d be sad, I’d be sad if I lost a piece of them like if one of the conchos came off
and I couldn't find it. Um, they have really tiny screws on the back of it, so I've lost the screws
out of them multiple times and had to purchase more. I think I would be sad if I couldn't use
them anymore but it's going to take a lot for me to not be able to use them. I’ve had other pairs of
spurs straps because I didn’t want to use those or because I needed to trade them out faster. But
those ones are gonna stick with me for as long as I possibly can have them.
Um, so then let's say that like you move from your home here in Greencastle will you take them
with you?
Absolutely.
Um, and is there anything else about this object that you would like to share or discuss?
My spur straps have always stayed the same but my spurs are always changing.
Awesome, well thank you for your participation in the study.

Appendix E
Participant Steve J.
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Appendix E1: Full View of Fishing Pole in Garage; Held By Steve J.

Appendix E2: Top View of Fishing Pole; Held by Steve J.
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Appendix E3: Various Fishing Poles Displayed in Garage; Includes Fishing Poles that Belonged
to Steve J.’s Father; Steve J.’s Fishing Pole is Third from the Right

Appendix E4: Close View of Steve J.’s Fishing Pole on Display
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Appendix E5: Interview Transcript for Steve J.

Are you currently a resident of Greencastle, Indiana?
Yes.
How long have you lived in Greencastle?
Oh… about 65 years.
Do any of your other family members also live in Greencastle?
Yeah.
Um okay, let’s see, What is the most important material object currently in your possession?
This must be a movable, tangible object.
A movable one?
Movable…Fishing pole.
Okay, can you describe this object to me? What does it look like? Feel like? Does it have a
smell?
[laughs] It’s about a 6 foot pole with a reel on it, and fishing line.
Okay, and what is it made of? Do you know?
Fiberglass, I think, mostly.
How do you maintain or take care of it? Or do you do anything with it, to [like] take care of it?
Nah, I just go fishing with it.
Has its appearance changed since you first acquired it? Is it weathered or damaged?
No.
Like, pretty close to how you got it?
Well, the pole stays pretty good, the reel has to be changed once in a while.
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Okay, and where did you get this object? Did you purchase it from somewhere or was it a gift?
I purchased it.
Okay, do you know where or how it was made? In a factory?
In a factory, yeah.
Okay, um, how long have you had it?
I’ve probably had mine 20 years or so.
Okay, and where do you keep this object?
It's in the garage.
And, what different places have you brought it too? Maybe, the places that you take it when you
go fishing.
Different lakes around the state.
Okay. [dog barks]
Actually it's been quite a ways.
What’s the farthest place that you’ve taken it to?
Um, Missouri.
And, is there [like] one lake that is your favorite to go fishing at? Or that you frequent?
Well, locally, we go out there to the lake out by Mom and Dad’s place. Patoka lake in Indiana, as
far as a state lake.
And [well I guess that kind of answers those questions, oh and] does it have any connection to
Greencastle, Indiana, where you currently reside?
No.
Okay, I guess maybe, let’s see, and what memories do you have of this object? Is there one story
that you can think of that kind of relates to it?
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You know, you just go fishing, you relax, and you don’t think about stuff. That’s the best thing
about it. Usually we go out to the little lake in Greencastle, we see Eagles flying around, crazy
stuff like that.
Um, and who do you usually go fishing with? Like, do you go by yourself or…
Usually with Kendra.
And, do you have any other family members that have interacted with this object?
Oh yeah, my son fishes, Randy fishes a lot. Uh, I guess the rest of the family don’t much. My
grandparents always did.
Who, like, taught you how to fish?
My grandparents did.
Let’s see, is it only important to you, or would you say it has value and importance to other
family members as well?
Well Kendra loves to go.
Okay, and kind of more generally, why do you think this material object is valuable to you or
what role does it play in your life?
To give you time to get away from everybody.
Has the object's role or value in your life changed over time?
No, it's always been about the same reason. [laughs]
What do you want others to know about this object?
Just a really good way to relax.
Will you keep it forever, or what do you anticipate doing with it in the future?
Oh, I’m sure it will wear out and I’ll throw it out and get another one.
Is there anything else about this object that you would like to discuss?
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Not really.

Appendix F
Participant Michele F.
Appendix F1: Large Section of Quilt, Placed on Michele F.’s Desk
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Appendix F2: Close View of Quilt, Ends Visible

Appendix F3: Close Up View of Quilt, Michele F.’s Hand Lifts up Different Sections
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Appendix F4: Close Up View of Pattern Squares on Quilt

Appendix F5: Close Up View of Pattern Squares on Quilt

Appendix F6: Different Fold/ Section of Quilt
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Appendix F7: Underside of Quilt, Hand-stitching Visible
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Appendix F8: Different Layers of Quilt When Folded

Appendix F9: Interview Transcript for Michele F.

Okay. And are you currently a resident of Greencastle Indiana?
Yes I am.
Okay. And how long have you lived in Greencastle?
Since 1999.
Okay And have any of your other family members also lived in Greencastle, or do they
currently?
My husband.
Okay. And what is the most important material object currently in your possession? This must be
a movable tangible object.
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The quilt, a quilt that my grandmother made.
Okay. And can you describe this object to me? What does it look like? Feel like? Does it have a
smell?
It looks very old. [Um] It looks dirty, doesn't have a smell. And it's kind of falling apart, but I'm
going to fix it.
Okay, and let's see, what is it made of, maybe like, what are the materials or do you know like,
can you describe the process of how it was made?
It's made out of unbleached muslin, and just random scraps of all different types of material. It's
100% sewn by hand, no machine did it. And the process is long.
Okay, and let's see how do you maintain or take care of it? Or do you?
Well, I just got it. Two years ago, my aunt sent it to me because my mother told her how much I
loved it growing up so she sent it to me for a Christmas present two years ago.
Okay, and has its appearance changed since you first acquired it? Or maybe like, since it was
first made? Is it weathered or damaged?
Definitely weathered.
Okay, and let's see, we've already talked about this a little bit, but what is kind of like the object's
context or like, how was it made? Why was it made? Kind of already talked about it being
handmade, but…
Just because my grandmother loved to sew and my grandfather was a (what did I say he was?),
oh, an upholsterer, so that was her way of sewing while he was sewing. I guess, and she, she did
a lot of sewing and my mom did too.
Okay, and where do you keep this object now? Or do you bring it to different places as a stay in
a fixed place?
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It stays in a protective tub in my bedroom.
Okay, and let’s see, oh, does it have any connection to Greencastle, Indiana where you currently
reside?
No.
And do you have [like] a specific memory of the object? Is there like a story you can tell about it
that you remember?
Well, the story I can tell about it is that I loved watching her make it and I think when I was
about 13 I started making one myself and by the time I was 20, I had almost a queen size bed
done and then I moved out of home and moved to different apartments and I lost it over the
years. So it was heartbreaking for me to lose all that I had put into it.
And when I moved to Greencastle, in 99, I started making another one, but I never got very far.
Do you have that one that you're [like], that you started working on then? Is it unfinished?
I do, I do.
Okay, um, let's see. Oh, have any of your other family members interacted with this object?
Which I mean, (it's kind of since [like] it wasn't you that made it) maybe [like], what does it
mean to [like] other people besides yourself or your family?
Well my aunt (which would be my grandmother's youngest daughter) had it for all these years.
Twenty, thirty, maybe even 40 years. And I know it meant a lot to her and why she decided to
give it to me two years ago I don't know but it was a complete very heavy surprise.
Okay, and let's see, oh, why is this material object valuable to you? Or what role does it play in
your life?
It just reminds me of family.
Okay, and has its value in your life changed over time? Or has it stayed the same?
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I think it's stayed the same.
And what do you want others to know about this object if you were to either explain it to them or
say why it's important to you?
I think it's important to me because it was all done by hand. There was no machinery involved
and just the love and the care and the time that somebody actually put into it.
And will you keep it forever or what do you anticipate doing with it in the future?
I will keep it forever until I die and then I will give it to my granddaughter.
Okay, and is there anything else about this object that you would like to discuss?
Nope.
Okay.
And then my last question is just reflecting on the process of choosing your favorite object. So
were there other objects that you were thinking about or what made you choose the quilt?
There was one other one that I was thinking about and like I said my grandfather wasn't an
upholsterer and he made my mom a little Leather Dog. And I remember that from when I was a
child. And I also have that now in my possession too, but it's not very pretty because the leather
is very old and dried and ripped. So I chose that instead.
Okay, well thank you so much for participating in my research project.
Well, thank you.

Appendix G
Participant Lauren S.
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Appendix G1: Contents of Plastic Tub; Grandma’s sweatshirts and Daughter’s Baby Quilt and
Jacket

Appendix G2: Interview Transcript for Lauren S.

Okay, and are you currently a resident of Greencastle, Indiana?
Yes.
And how long have you lived in Greencastle?
I have lived in Greencastle for the last 10 years, I moved away for 8 and I grew up here, so
almost all my life.
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And do you have any other family members who also live in Greencastle?
I do, both my parents live here.
Okay, and what is the most important material object currently in your possession? This has to
be a movable, tangible object.
I have a box that has like probably 3 of my child’s outfits from when she was a baby, that were
also mine when I was a baby, and then it has all of my grandmothers like slides from when, um
yeah slides instead of like film, it's all of her slides, I have it, that’s my thing.
And can you kinda describe what this looks like to me? What does it feel like, or smell like, kind
of touching on all of the 5 senses?
Sure, so, it probably doesn’t really smell anymore, but I think there is maybe something of my
grandmother’s in that box, I think it might be my baby blanket actually. It doesn’t smell like her
anymore but I think that it smells like her, so that is probably what it is. Um, and the box, it's just
like a tote, a rubbermaid tote, but has all those things but then the slides are in I want to say an
old cigar box maybe, um yeah that’s what that stuff’s in.
Um and do you know what materials it's made of? Or how it was made?
The items or the box?
Um, Either, Both.
The items are um so, [redacted] my daughter’s clothes, one of them is a rain jacket that has her
name on it, and so it's pretty, feels just like a rain jacket, pretty smooth and then the slides all
have like cardboard around the outside obviously, some of them are stained, um and then the
transparent film.
And how do you maintain or take care of these objects?
I don’t, they’re just in that box in the back of my closet.
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And, has their appearance changed since you first got them, are they weathered or damaged?
Not since I have had them in my possession but you can definitely see that there is wear on them,
well [redacted], the jacket might have faded a little bit I guess over time. But no there’s not, the
slides are probably still form.
And when you travel to different places do you bring this object with you or does it kinda stay in
a fixed place?
It stays. Yeah, it just stays.
And is there any explicit connection you can draw between these items and Greencastle,
Indiana?
Well, a lot of the slides are images of my parents growing up, so there’s [you know], landmarks
of Greencastle or the farm they grew up on, so that’s still here. And then, no none of [redacted]’s
stuff, her baby stuff, no wouldn’t have a connection.
And can you discern why these material objects are valuable to you? Or what role do they play
in your life?
Well, the slides are obviously a preservation of memories and then [redacted]’s clothes, I think
that lots of people obviously keep their children’s clothes overtime thinking that they might have
another child, so you keep them to pass on, but for me, I don’t know, I just have vivid memories
of her in each of those little outfits, they were milestones, like the jacket we took her to Disney
world. So there’s a lot of pictures with her with that little jacket on. Um, but other than that I
would say no- just connections to specific memories, so.
Um, let’s see, is there anything that you want people to know about this object, or?
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Print your pictures, I would say that. We obviously live in an age where we capture everything
on our phone, but you're also at the mercy of your phone or icloud or anything like that. And it's
nice to just have physical pictures to just sit and go through overtime.
Um, let’s see, and if you move to a different home do you anticipate keeping these?
Oh yes.
And would you ever sell them if you were offered money, or are they kind of invaluable to you?
Invaluable.
Okay, awesome, so that concludes our interview.

Appendix H
Participant Taylor M.
Appendix H1: Image of Dog Wearing Collar
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Appendix H2: Interview Transcript for Taylor M.

Are you currently a resident of Greencastle, Indiana?
Temporarily.
How long have you been in Greencastle?
For the past four years.
What is your purpose of being temporarily in Greencastle?
I’m a student.
Do any of your other family members, either permanently or temporarily, also live in
Greencastle?
No.
What is the most important material object currently in your possession? This must be a
movable, tangible object.
It is my dog’s collar who passed away.
Can you describe this object to me? Thinking about the five senses, so [like]… What does it look
like? Feel like? Smell like?
It’s a silver chain, it smells kind of I don’t know, metally, or that kind of, taste… I don’t taste it
really, but its silver and its probably got some scratches on it, and yeah.
And, what is it made of? Which you kind of touched on a little bit, but is it just like a silver
metal?
Silver, metal…
Does it have a tag on it, or is it just like…
No.
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It’s just the chain?
Just the chain.
How do you maintain or take care of it?
Um, I keep it in my backpack, and I travel with this backpack, so she’s always with me when I
travel.
Has its appearance changed since you first acquired it? Is it weathered or damaged?
It’s probably a little weathered, just like with scratches, but nothing too serious.
What is the object’s context? Kind of like where did you get it, where did it come from?
I’m sure it came from the pet store, um yeah and then when she died I just kept it with me.
Um, do you know how it was made?
Probably in some sort of factory.
Okay, and how long have you had it with you?
Since she died, so since 2016, so 6 years.
So then, you mentioned that you keep it in your backpack, does it always stay there or is there
any reason that you would take it out?
It always stays there, yeah. I always keep it there.
And what different places have you brought this object to? Maybe if you can just think of a
couple that were important?
Yeah, I took it with me to Ireland when I went to Ireland and Italy too. That was a big one, took
it there. And then to school and stuff.
Does it have any connection to Greencastle, Indiana, where you currently reside?
No, but I feel like there’s probably individuals in Greencastle who have connections to [like] past
[like] pets or relatives and they keep those things with them. So, maybe in that way I relate.
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What memories do you have of this object? Can you tell me [like] a specific story that you
remember about it?
When I took it to Italy with me, there was one day we went to the Vatican city and the Pope was
coming out and blessing the crowd, so I brought the collar with me and had it blessed by the
Pope, so that was kinda cool.
Yeah, and have any of your family members interacted with this object?
I don’t think they know that I have it [laughs]. So, not recently.
So is it important to you only or other family members as well?
I think if they knew that I had it, it would be nostalgic for them and it would still be important to
them, but I think it’s more important to me.
Um, let’s see, this is kind of more general but why is this material object valuable to you?
It reminds me of my childhood dog and I always feel like I have her with me if I have the collar
with me, So.
Has the object's role or value in your life changed over time?
No, I think its held the same value since I’ve had it, so.
What do you want others to know about this object?
Like, the material or its meaning?
Whichever [like], I guess,what, if you were explaining why you have this object and why it’s
meaningful to you, what would you tell other people, maybe [like] friends or something?
I would say that it’s important to keep things like that, to remember things that you loved, [or
whatever] close to you, things that are important that you don’t want to forget, cause that’s part
of the reason too why I keep her around.
Will you keep it forever, or what do you anticipate doing with it in the future?
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Forever, yeah, as long as I don’t lose it.
Is there anything else about this object that you would like to discuss, or any kind of concluding
remarks about it?
I don’t think so.
Okay, well thank you so much for participating in my study.

Appendix I
Participant Sue. G.
Appendix I1: Interview Transcript for Sue G.

Are you currently a resident of Greencastle, Indiana?
Yes.
And how long have you lived in Greencastle?
Fifty-four years.
Okay and do any of your other family members also live in Greencastle?
Yes.
Okay. And what is the most important material object currently in your possession? This has to
be a movable tangible object.
Can I say my necklace?
Yeah.
My necklace.
Okay, and can you describe this object to me, [like] what does it look like, feel like? Like, weird
question, what does it smell like if it has a smell?
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It does not have a smell, it's round.
And is it [like], what is it made of?
Diamond.
Diamond? And does it have [like], is there [like] a chain to it? Like metal?
Yes. It's probably gold too.
And how do you maintain or take care of it? Or do you?
I clean it.
Okay, and as its appearance changed since you first acquired it, is it weathered or damaged?
No.
Okay, and what is its context, kind of like where or how did you get it or where was it made?
I bought it at the jewelry store.
And maybe like why did you decide to buy it or why was it like the one that you picked out?
I just liked it (whispers: I couldn’t go any higher).
Let's see. And do you know where or how it was made?
No.
Okay, and how long have you had it?
Probably three years.
Okay. And where do you keep it?
Around my neck.
Do you wear it all the time then or?
Mostly.
And I guess what different places have you brought this object to? I guess since you wear it
around your neck…
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Everywhere I go.
Is there [like] one place you can think of that like you remember having it and you were really
glad that you did or something?
No.
Oh, um, let's see. Oh, does it have any connection to Greencastle, Indiana where you currently
reside?
No.
Okay. And let’s see, do you have any [like] specific memories of the object or like a story that
you can tell about it?
No, Marla and I went shopping and I ended up with a neck.
Okay, and have any of your other family members interacted with the object?
No, but they will.
So would you say is it only important to you or other family members as well?
Probably mostly to me.
Okay. And let's see, why is this material object valuable to you? Or what role does it play in your
life?
It took a divorce to get it.
And so would you say is it more like monetary value or sentimental or kind of a combination?
It's kinda, yeah it's kind of both.
And has the object's role or value in your life changed over time? Like, does it mean something
different to you now than it did when you first got it?
No.
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And is there anything you want others to know about this object maybe, like what it means to you
or why you have it?
I have it actually because I have a three generation diamond ring. So I had to have something of
equal value to go to the other daughter.
And let's see, will you keep it forever? Or what do you anticipate doing with it in the future?
It'll go to one of my daughters.
Okay. And is there anything else about this object that you would like to discuss?
No.
Okay, perfect. And then kind of like just like a last question reflecting on the process of choosing
an object. Were there other objects that you were thinking about also as your favorite or what
kind of made you choose your necklace as your favorite?
I don’t have too many objects, probably either that or my three generation diamond ring.
Perfect. Okay. Well, that concludes our interview. So thank you so much for being a participant.

Appendix J
Participant Isabel M.
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Appendix J1: Anklet on Participant Isabel M.

Appendix J2: Close Up View of Anklet Chain
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Appendix J3: Full View of Anklet on Isabel M.

Appendix J4: Interview Transcript for Isabel M.

Okay. And are you currently a permanent resident or residing in Greencastle, Indiana?
Residing but not a permanent resident.
Okay. And how long have you been in Greencastle?
Since my freshman year and I'm a senior, so three and a half years.
Okay. And do you have any other relatives that reside in Greencastle as well?
No.
Okay. Um, so what is the most important material object currently in your possession? This must
be a movable tangible object.
So mine is my ankle bracelet, my gold ankle bracelet that I got from my grandma when I was
about eight years old, and when she gave it to me, she gave me [like] an adjustment piece so that
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I could make it bigger. So then I had to [like] get it reformed for when my ankle grew. But she
wears the same one, so she bought [like] a gold necklace chain and then cut it in half and then
gave me half of it as an ankle bracelet and she wore the other half of the ankle bracelet. But
basically the reason was because I made her [like] just one out of like, just like regular like I
don't know what do you call that [like] string [like] [like] bracelet making, you know stuff and it
like broke. So then she [like] gave me these one this one and then she got one because she was
[like] sad that she can't wear it anymore. But then it grew because in the past like two years and I
think it was two years ago, she had a different necklace broken in half and now my sister and my
mom wear the same one on their ankle too. So now it's [like] all [like] the women in our [like]
close family wear them.
And can you describe the physical appearance of it to me a little more maybe like, you know,
what does it really look like or feel like or smell like just kind of weird questions…
It smells like me maybe, its gold, and it's [like] pretty thick and it feels like a chain.
Awesome. Okay, and how do you maintain or take care of it?
Um,I just wear it all the time and since it's like real gold, it doesn't [like] get messed up so I can
[like] wear it in the shower. I've worn it in the ocean. And it just, it's just like and it's [like] pretty
secure so it doesn't come off but I haven't had to do anything to maintain it other than like it's
broken a couple times. I had to take it to the jeweler.
So like I guess how long have you had it on since the last time you had to [like] get it fixed? Or
do you remember?
Probably at least like three years since I've had to take it off for like a reason to get it fixed.
Yeah, and has its appearance changed since you first acquired it? So is it like weathered or
damaged or you kind of already said you've gotten it fixed a couple of times.
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Yeah. Other than it breaking, I think it looks pretty good. Like it doesn't really look worn at all.
It's good quality, So it it hasn't really changed over time other than having to get the clasp
redone.
And let's see. So [do you] do you know [like] who made it or like how it was produced?
Um, to be honest, I don't know who made it but I know it was like one or [like like] one of [like]
good jewelry like a good jewelry place but I know that [like] when she bought it it was just [like]
a gold chain necklace [like] just [like] a nice gold chain necklace that you could like put [like]
something on to wear, but then they like changed it and made it into [like] smaller so you could
wear on your ankle.
Okay, let's see. Um, I guess this question is a little different since you wear it all the time. But
[like] what different places have you brought this object to maybe [like], if you can think of
[like] maybe [like] a place that you brought it to where it was really important or something or?
Well, I like to wear it, I think that it brings me [like] good luck and I feel [like] safer with it on so
[like] any time I've ever traveled like I would really be [like] sad if I had to [like] get on a plane
without it or [like] travel long distances from my family or [like] come to college, it was really
nice to have. So it was just like a consistent reminder that I [like] wasn't alone or separated from
my family [like] they were always kind of there.
Okay, awesome. And does it have any connection to Greencastle, Indiana where you currently
are?
Well, I wear it every day here, so guess kind of. It will [like], it helps remember memories too.
So like, I'll probably [like] think of DePauw, [like] when I graduate every time I wear it too.
Okay, um, is there like a specific memory you have of this object? Maybe something that was
really monumental or like something that's [like] really vivid in your mind you can think of?
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Well, I can remember when my grandma gave it to me. And I can remember [like] giving her
that just [like] cheaply made little tie on bracelet that I made her. So, when I wear it, [like] it
makes me think of memories that I've had like with her and at their old house in Maryland
because they sold it and moved out here. So, when she gave it to me, we were in [like] the living
room of their old house in Maryland. So it makes me think of that house and like memories
there.
And so would you say that this object is important to other family members as well? Like, how
would maybe your family talk about it?
Yeah, I think it's become more important to my family over time. Like it's always been important
to my grandma. She wears it everyday too. But then overtime now that my sister and my mom
wear it as well its like something that connects us all.
Okay, um, and why is this material object valuable to you? If you had to kind of put it into
words?
I think it's [like] this, it's probably something that I've had for like the longest that I've worn the
most. It's [like] it would be sad to lose because I've just [like] always had it and [like] honestly,
[like] when I take it off [like] I can feel the difference between having it on and having it off on
my ankle, like you feel bare without it. So I would say it's just important because it has a lot of
memories connected to it. So if I lost it I would be pretty sad.
And this is kind of extending off that question, but has the object's role or value in your life
changed over time or maybe [like] has how you looked at it changed as you've gotten older?
Yeah, I would say I probably [like] see it more now as something [like], I think I see it as more
important now than I did when I was a kid just because [like] the longer that I've had it, the more
important it's become.
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And will you keep it forever or what do you anticipate doing with it in the future?
I will probably keep it forever as long as it lasts and it doesn't, [like] I mean unless I were to
[like] lose it (hopefully I don’t lost it) then maybe like I would get like a new one, but I plan on
[like] always having it and like continuing the tradition. Like I'd like to do that for [like] if I have
a girl then I would like to do that when I'm older.
Okay and is there anything else about this object that either you would like to discuss or you
want people to know about it?
I don’t think so.
Awesome. Okay. Well thank you for participating in my study and that concludes this interview.

Appendix K
Participant Katherine L.
Appendix K1: Interview Transcript for Katherine L.

Okay, can you state your name for me?
Katherine Lenger.
Okay, and are you currently a resident of Greencastle, Indiana?
Technically, yes.
And how long have you lived in Greencastle and for what purpose?
Four years going to DePauw, like minus the summers that I have gone home.
Okay. And do any of your other family members also live in Greencastle?
No.
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Okay, and what is the most important material object currently in your possession? This must be
a movable tangible object.
Um, I don't actually have them because they got lost. But I think if I did have them, I've been
looking for them, it would be videotapes of my childhood. There they are lost when we're
moving. So I don't know where they are, but probably that.
Okay. And can you describe this object to me? What does it look like, feel like, smell like?
Um, they're like those small old cassette tapes and I have [like] a white label on them. A lot of
them like were taped over like old movies. So they're [like], scratched out and they have like the
event title written on there. Most of them are in [like], my mom's handwriting so I can recognize
it. And then they go in like a normal [like] VCR/ VHS tape but the flap on the there's like a flap
on the front that opens and you put the tape inside.
And let's see, do you know what they're made of? Plastic?
Probably plastic like black plastic.
Okay, and has their appearance changed since you first acquired them? Are they weathered or
damaged? At least what you can remember…
From what I know they're not damaged. I have a feeling they might be damaged because they've
been lost in my basement for a long time and I can't find them anywhere. So they might be long
gone. I don't know. Um, but I don't know probably I've lived the handwriting might have [like]
smudged over time or like water damage, but I'm not that I know of.
Okay. And can you tell me a little bit about their context? Kind of, where did you get them? Why
were they made?
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Yeah, so they were made because I was born in the early 2000s. They were made before we had
[like] phones to record [like], baby pictures and stuff. So they're all like recordings of [like]
music baby Christmas, my birthday, that kind of stuff.
Okay, and, um, do you know [like], where how they were made [like] maybe like the physical
objects?
Now I have [like] a really small memory of buying more of them. And I was either like at
Walmart or like an Office Max. But I don't. I was [like] when I was really really young, so I'm
not sure.
Okay. And so where did you keep them before they got lost? And then also maybe like, where
would you keep that if you still have them?
Yeah, so they were in my dad's basement. And then like two years ago, I found them all and so I
bought all the equipment to [like] start translating it onto my laptop so I can have like a digital
copy of them forever. And I put them in my room in my dad's house. And then I that was [like]
during COVID. So I didn't go over there for a long time because I live with my mom. And when
I came back they were gone. So I assume they're probably in my dad's basement somewhere.
Probably very messily thrown about because they're redoing the house. So yeah.
Okay, and they [like] traveled with you to different places, or?
No, they've always stayed at my dad's house, which is kind of interesting. So I feel like my mom
has the photo albums, but like when my parents got divorced, it was they stayed at my dad's
house.
Okay, and maybe like what made you want to start converting them onto your laptop? Or why
didn't you [like] remember they…
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So it's kind of deep but so my parents got divorced. I was six and I don't really remember a lot of
my childhood because of that, like my mind kind of just has hidden it all for me. So I don't
acknowledge it because I think I was actually going through a lot even though I look back on it. I
don't think it was that bad. And so I was talking to my therapist about it, and we thought it would
be like really healing for me to watch it and see like, you know, my childhood wasn't that bad, or
like at least regain some of the memories so that's why I really want them
And, um, is there maybe [like] one specific memory you have of [like] them being recorded? Or
have you watching them just like a story that's really important to you about them?
I think I watched them when I was probably like 10 The last time and I think I remember
Christmas morning and I think my sister was on it. My sister was born in 2003. So she would
have been like three, two or three at the time and I would have been cyber six when they're being
recorded. And I don't really remember a lot about it. Honestly, it's kind of like all fogged up.
And have any of your other family members interacted with these objects?
Um, yeah, I think my step mom is the one that moved them down to the basement. But then like,
as far as I know, from talking to my parents, my mom's the main one that recorded everything.
Yeah, and then I think my dad, I mean, they're at his house, so you probably scored them away
somewhere.
Okay. And would you say that they're important to just you or other family members as well?
Honestly, I kind of feel like just me because I don't think anybody really understands not
remembering like a few years out of your childhood like I don't think I remember like five to
seven or eight. And so I think my sister cares about them, but she was also like one or two at the
time they were filmed so I don't think it's that big of a deal to her. At first when I like first lost
them. I thought they're like my dad. My mom didn't really care. Honestly, they're gone. But then
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they were like really apologetic about it. And so that kind of made up for it, I guess. Um, but I
think because they remember it and they don't understand how I feel about it. And I don't think
I've actually expressed to them how I feel about it. I don't think my dad knows all that stuff. I
think my mom definitely does. I don't think my dad does. So I don't think it means as much to
them because they were there for if that makes sense. Like they have those memories.
Okay, and why would you say these material objects are valuable to you, or are they valuable?
Um, I say they're very valuable just because I said like, when you're that young, in general, you
don't have memory of things. And then the things that happened to me I don't have memory of
happening. And I think they could provide a lot of healing and like mental health stuff, I guess
for me. Yeah.
And how would you say that they're [like] role or value in your life has changed over time?
Definitely. I think like they didn't really mean I mean, I always kind of [like] liked watching
them and I thought it was fun to watch them when I was younger. But I think since I've gotten
older and I really started [like] reflecting and like growing and like trying to work on like that
like inner childhood illness that I have that I'm missing. I think it's gained in importance, trying
to figure out [like], my personality and what I was [like] when I was younger and [like] seeing
the kind of just [like], healing with that, [like] divorce trauma that I went through when I was
younger.
Yeah. And so if you were able to find them, what would you do with them? Or like maybe vice
versa if you can't find them, how do you cope with this?
Um, if I find them my grandma bought me like all the equipment to like, switch them on to my
laptop. So I have like, the adapter tape where you put like the little you flip the top of it, flip the
tab open, you put the tape in, and then I have like the software downloaded on my laptop that
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converts it, but I don't have the VCR player so I would probably go and find that I like at a
Goodwill or something and convert them to my laptop and then probably just like watch them
and if I don't find them I don't know because like right now I'm kind of like I've kind of accepted
that I might not ever see them. But I think it's gonna be [like] really sad and hard for me to like,
not have because I like it was so tangible. Like I could have seen those things, but then I left
them there. And then COVID happened and now it's gone. So yeah, yeah. And, um,
let's see here.
Is there anything else about these objects that you want to discuss or that you think is important
for other people to know about them?
Oh, oh, don't think so. I think people like a lot of times like overlook, like how like, memories
can like mean so much to somebody. And I think that's like what I was talking about with [like]
my dad and my stepmom like they don't understand how valuable it is to me because they
remember everything, but I don't. So I think that's [like] a big thing is, I think sometimes [like]
objects have more meaning to other people and you don't really grasp that until you're in that
position.
And so it's just kind of like reflecting on the process of picking your favorite object like, are there
other things that you were thinking about?
Yeah, so I was thinking about this blanket that my mom made me it was [like], it's kind of like
the texture of your blanket. It's like white and has [like] the frayed edges. And my mom had it
since she was a baby. Or since she was [like] young or something and then I slept with it all the
time when I was like, just like 2008 2009 And then for Christmas one year because I slept with it
all the time. She [like] embroidered it with my initials and like Christmas 2009 into like a little
holly leaf on it. And so I was thinking about doing that, but I also don't know where that is. So a
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lot of things have gotten [like] lost over time. But I would consider that to be like one of my
baby blankets even though it's like eight or nine. But yeah, I was thinking about doing that. Then
I was also thinking about doing this ring, but yeah,
okay, and so then why I guess did you decide to go with like the videotapes is important to
I think probably because it's like a really big part of my life. And so I kind of like for them to be
gone is [like] losing kind of a part of my memories that I don't even have right now, if that makes
sense. Like it's kind of like losing a few years of your life that you don't know about.
Yeah. All right. Well, thank you so much for your participation in my research. I really
appreciate it.

Appendix L
Participant Jackie D.
Appendix L1: Full View of Magic Blue Wishbottle; Sitting on Table on Porch of Jackie D.’s
Home (Where Interview was Conducted)
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Appendix L2: Front View of Magic Blue Wishbottle; On Table on Porch
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Appendix L3: Close Up View of Magic Blue Wishbottle; On Table on Porch
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Appendix L4: Front View of Magic Blue Wishbottle on Jackie D.’s Bedroom Shelf (Where
Object is Stored)

Appendix L5: Magic Blue Wishbottle on Bedroom Shelf with Tinkerbell Figurine Pictured
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Appendix L6: Close Up of Magic Blue Wishbottle on Bedroom Shelf
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Appendix L7: Light Reflecting off Magic Blue Wishbottle; Lights off and Phone Camera Used
to Achieve Effect
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Appendix L7: Alternate Image of Light Reflecting Off Magic Blue Wishbottle

Appendix L7: Art Project by Brian D. Inspired by How light Reflects Off Magic Blue Wishbottle
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Appendix L8: Interview Transcript for Jackie D.

Ooh, Hawk [bird squawking in distance]
Okay. And are you currently a resident of Greencastle, Indiana?
Yes.
And how long have you lived in Greencastle?
Most currently 4.5 years.
Okay. And do any of your other family members also live in Greencastle?
Yes.
And who might they be?
My husband Brian and our four children, [redacted].
Okay. And what is the most important material object currently in your possession?
So important, my house, important in sentimental significance, this blue wish bottle.
Okay.
We can talk about both too, I feel like it's kind of hard to pick. But I guess maybe, do you want to
start with the bottle and we can talk about that and then your house?
Yes, well if we talk about my house, then you'll be here for hours and you’ll hear my novel.
Okay. We'll focus on this and then we can do a brief synopsis. Okay. Um, let's see, can you
describe this object to me? What does it look like? Feel like? Does it have a smell or taste or…
It's made of beautiful clear blue glass, um has a round bottom and a neck and it’s topped with an
orb that’s also glass. It’s intricate. Light shines through it and casts a beautiful blue color on the
wall when the sun hits it. Antique, it's very old.
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Do you know what it's made of? Or like, I guess just glass.
It’s made of magical blue glass.
Okay, and how do you maintain or take care of it? Or do you do anything to kind of keep it in its
form?
Because it was always so important and significant to me, I wouldn't move with it. So when I got
married, [like] it, I think it stayed mostly primarily in Greencastle and Indianapolis. So my mom
held it for years and I traveled the world. This is my wish bottle from Nina. And then my mother
in law had it in her home in Indianapolis, and she [like], revered it and took care of it and she
would be like “your bottle’s fine” So I didn't move around with it a lot. And then, I think we had
it in storage since Colorado.
Okay, here in Greencastle, or?
I think that it actually made it with me, and I was having it out of Indiana since we lived in
Colorado, but then it came back.
Then it came back. Okay. Yeah. Um, let's see, has this appearance changed at all? Since you first
acquired it? Is it weathered or damaged at all?
No, no.
It's in perfect, pristine…
I do dust it, and polish it and my children make wishes in it because it's the wish bottle.
Okay, and, um, do you know where or how it was made? Or like, how where it came from?
It came from Nina Bailey. And otherwise? No. I just believe it to be magical.
And let's see. And how about now like, since you have it in your house, where do you keep it?
Like, does it stay in one spot in your house?
On a shelf by my bed.
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And I guess we kind of already covered this, so the different places…
Oh, and when we play (I play a lot with my children and we throw things and catch things and
we’re rowdy) and yet we always know, woah, stop, wish bottle, we gotta go.
Okay, um, let's see. So I guess this question kind of relates to that. Is it stored, displayed or used
on a daily basis?
Yes. I wouldn’t say it’s used daily, it's used occasionally.
Okay.
For the purposes of whispering wishes into it.
And does it have any connection to Greencastle, Indiana where you currently reside?
Yes, yes, it does.
What would you say that connection is?
So Nina Bailey. I'm not sure how old she was when we connected. She was [like] best friends
with my great grandfather's second wife.
Oh geez.
Yeah that's a lot. She graduated high school, I believe, in Greencastle; I can't find historical
record of her I maybe I think Bailey might have been her married name but she was only married
briefly- she has this wonderful story. I don't know if Nina is like a nickname, can't find her
historically, which is weird for me. She lived on Franklin Street. She had this corner room in this
house on Franklin Street. Tiny room that she lived in and her kitchen was miniature, [like] it was
everything was miniaturized. And she was this six foot tall, glorious (I don’t know) 80 year old
woman anyway. When I was 10, my sister and I rode our bikes from where we lived in the
country, it was 10 miles from here. I ended up having [like], heat exhaustion or heat stroke or
something awful. We were [like], oh my god, we made it all the way to town. What do we do?
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My dad, we saw my dad at work. He was like “go see this lady on Franklin Street, her name is
Nina Bailey.” [blablabla] Anyway, we hit it off, she fed us, she took care of us, we still had to
ride our bikes back home, that part of the story really baffles me in retrospection [laughs]. Okay.
So, we ended up leaving the country where I grew up, where we owned that grocery store, and
we moved into town. My soul was not okay with that. And that meant leaving all my animals and
leaving the land and leaving the forest and leaving nature, nine year old me wasn’t feeling that.
[sensitive information redacted to protect participant] One day I said I need to see this woman,
Nina. So I went to visit her and we fell in love and we would make art together. I believe she
saved my soul. She's my fairy godmother, we spent years together. And I matured and I grew up
and I left Greencastle. And I never got to say goodbye. And when I made it to New York, she let
go. She was put in a home and she said she didn’t want me to see her there, so I made it out and I
was free and she let go, and she left me the wish bottle. [participant is crying, very emotional]
Thank you for sharing that with me.
You’re welcome, thank you for listening. She saw magic in me, and she was the one person who
just ignited it. [holding back tears]
So when you see this object does that kind of [like] make you think of her, is it [like] a way to
remember her?
Mhh, huh, absolutely.
Um, and if you, is there maybe [like] one specific memory that you have of [like] having this
object with her that you remember, or like?
So she was an artist, she made these [like] window films. Like this cool material. It was this
color, of this shape and size. She put them on windows and she'd write poems on them and [like]
give them to other people. Like this was like a very significant piece for Nina, she shared herself
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not just with me, but with the community. I believe she went by maybe like her getting around
street name was like “Aunt Pitty Pat,” I only knew her as Nina Bailey because she was part of
the family or whatever connected with. But she would carry packs of gum and hand them out to
kids, juicy fruit. She was handing out juicy fruit. She turned out I think it was [like] Mary
Poppins. She always had a little hat, a bag. You know, she was always making something or
doing something. So I think others needed a bottle, so I really feel [like] that I was the one to
receive it is really just incredible. I don’t know if I’m answering your question correctly at all.
This is perfect. No, there's absolutely, absolutely no correct answer.
I’m just off on that.
Let's see maybe, can you talk maybe about how your other family members interact with this
object now or what it means to others?
Yes, this is very sweet because my children know it to be a magical wish bottle and we'll be
playing in my room and I'm like, woah, I don't know if you saw my shelf? And there's Tinkerbell
on the end and she's got a skirt. She reminds us, “calm down on the rowdy, we got a magic wish
bottle over here.” She's the protector. We're pretty rambunctious when we do our laundry. Like
we just like high pitch. We sort it together. We're like, that's your sock. So then I'll say “hi guys,
we gotta calm down.” And then they'll say, “I need to make a wish mom.” So I get the bottle
down, and then they say a little thing down into it, and then, oh so sweet, and you just whisper,
and then put the wish in the bottle.
So, do like, they don't tell you what their wish is do they, they keep it a secret to themself?
No.
Okay.
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But that sound, that little sweet sound [laughs, oh my god]. And I know it's going in there, and it
just is sweetness and wonder.
So then does the top always stay on it then, to [like] keep the wishes inside. And then you only
take it off to whisper a wish in?
Mmh, hm. Yeah. Yeah, and I believe it to be part of how I got to the house, I’ve tucked a lot of
wishes in there about me finding home. And now we’re here together. And you’ll notice [like]
my favorite color…
Is blue?
Well one of, of my favorite colors, you’ll notice a prominence.
A notable favorite color.
Yes, a notable favorite color, yes in my palate of choosing.
Okay, um, let's see. So maybe [kind of] to summarize a little bit. Why would you say that this
material object is valuable to you? Or what role has it played in your life? We've already
touched on a little bit [maybe] just like, I don’t know. That's hard. That's a hard question. We
can skip it too.
It's abstract in this case for me. But it resonates with the truth about myself that I hold energy, of
a magical sort, that was ignited by the person I believe to be my fairy godmother. This object
shines out and holds within it the key that I've carried and turned into coming home with my
children, it's been quietly significant this whole time.
And let's see, maybe has the object's role or value in your life changed over time? Or maybe
like, like, is it a consistent meaning for you? Or is it kind of evolved as you've evolved? Which is
also a really hard question.
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It has evolved. I want to say it's been consistent in that it represents energy and magic for me.
But its evolved, as I've evolved from child, young woman, wife, mother. Like now, [it will] it
will for the longest be held, perhaps in the role of mother because I've involved my children.
They're part of this feels, so it feels consistent because I'm so strongly in that role, but I can look
back because this is an object that's been with me through my evolution into womanhood. So
yes, definitely. So yes, its definitely evolved.
And let's see…
I don't remember what I was wishing, before I was wishing for home. Maybe I always was, I
don't know. You know what, in all fairness, I wasn't really with it, because I had, it wasn't with
me in New York. It wasn't with me in Europe. I was like, “stay safe” for when I needed it.
Okay, awesome. Um, let's see. Oh, what do you, will you keep it forever? What do you anticipate
doing with it in the future?
Keep it forever and then I'll have to make a decision where it goes next.
And is there anything else that you want [like] other people to know about this object or what it
means to you or something you don't discuss very often with others or is there like discuss
I don’t discuss very often with others, obviously I can barely speak of her without immediately
(Wow!) which is a little sad, but also beautiful. No, it feels secret. I share with my family, I don’t
necessarily talk about Nina a lot with them yet, maybe, of my childhood, they know it was
different, but I don’t want them to have to walk around with the weight of it. We’ll get there.
And let's see. Oh, so [this kind of] this is like my last question. But it's about [like], what other
objects you were thinking about when you had to choose one that's important to you?
Yeah.
So maybe here we could talk a little bit about [like] your home and how that's important to you.
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I mean, just the journey of finding it. I was looking for home. Even when we were in houses, It
just wasn’t home, and then we had to let go of most of the things we owned, we were separated
for so long. We lost so much, which is fine, cause it was just stuff. So then it felt like, oh this
is… but then is it just a material object? No its not, so… I’m realizing how connected these two
are. So that wraps it up.
Yeah, yeah, that's perfect. Yeah. Okay, so is there anything else that you would like to share?
Does that conclude everything?
That concludes it.
Thank you so much for participating in my project. It really means a lot to me.
Thank you for inviting me to participate.

Appendix M
Participant Brian D.
Appendix M1: Full View of Guitar in Case on Patio of Home of Brian D. and Jackie D.
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Appendix M2: Close Up Image of Guitar in Case
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Appendix M3: Brian D Pointing to Part of Guitar; “Amelia Kitten” Coming to Check Out the
Guitar Too

Appendix M4: Inside of Guitar Case; Guitar Strap Pictured
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Appendix M5: Wide View of Inside of Guitar Case

Appendix M6: Interview Transcript for Brian D.

Okay. And are you currently a resident of Greencastle, Indiana?
Yes.
And how long have you lived in Greencastle?
Probably four years.
Okay. And do any of your other family members also live in Greencastle?
Yes.
Okay. And who are they?
My wife and my four kids, or four of my kids.
Okay, and what is the most important material object currently in your possession? This must be
a movable tangible object.
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I'm gonna say a guitar. I was gonna say the computer, but it's not about the computer, it's about
the information. That's the information. So the guitar.
Okay. And can you describe this object to me? What does it look like? Feel like? Does it have a
smell or taste, kind of weird, but…
It does. Okay. So it's a guitar. So it's big and curvy on one end and small enough to hold the
handle on the other end. It's made of wood. So it feels wooden, but still kind of soft. Maybe
because it's hollow and rounded and kind of old. I think it's a 1955. [Wow]. Okay, it definitely
has a sound, even if you're not playing it, because it's hollow and musical, so even just bumping
against the edges. So it certainly has a sound and a feel. It smells I guess, like the case. [Okay],
so kind of old, but not bad, but particular, probably a little bit of the metal smell of the strings,
and the case. Maybe a little bit of the super old leather on the case and then the interior. So yeah,
it's unique.
And do you know [like], what materials it's made of exactly? Or like how it was put together?
Well, wood, probably some nails, maybe some glue. I don't know exactly how guitars are made,
mostly wood. And the strings are copper. I'm pretty sure. Unless they're stainless steel or some
sort of metal.
Okay, and how do you maintain or take care of it?
I try not to let the kids get it [laughs]. I keep it in its case in a special location.
Oh, wow.
Okay, that's wooden. Wooden and metal.
Okay. What is [like] this part right here?[pointing to flourish part of guitar]
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I think it's just a flourish. I don't know that it has a purpose. I don't really know that much about
guitars, it is a family piece. It's just always been there. It looks the same as picks. So a plastic of
some sort?
Wow. Okay, and let's see, oh, how do you maintain or take care of it? Or do you do anything to
it, does it just kind of stay in its case?
I don't do anything. No, I just keep it in the case.
And is it [like] weathered or damaged from when you first got it? Or when it was first made?
Probably, [you know] can see some of these things here. Which I don't know. I guess that's
probably normal. And crack, character lines. Yeah. Around here. It looks pretty good. You
know, all these things, man. I don't know, I would assume it wasn't made like that. So, but I don't
know what to compare it to. Right. But you can see like, maybe the finish is cracking up here.
Couple gouges? [Yeah]. But I'd say given the time, and honestly, it's probably not that fancy
apiece. I mean, this is probably your $99 guitar these days. So I don't know, $5, $10. But, you
know, over time, probably taking good care of or just not use it very much, I don’t know, we
used it a lot, actually. I'm thinking my dad used to play it. And my grandma played it. I don’t
know.
Oh, yeah. So maybe can you tell me a little bit about how [like] you interact with it and then
maybe [like] how your family members have used it or interacted with it?
Okay, so it was my grandma's and she, so she probably played in church. I don't remember her
playing in church. I never went to church with her. I remember her playing it at [like] gatherings
at her house. And it was my dad's and my dad played in church, occasionally at home, mostly at
church. But I guess he probably learned when he was a teenager, he probably learned on this
thing. Oh, yeah, it's probably his whole life because he was born in 51 and it's a 55 so I imagine
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he got it when he was a little kid. Alright, and then I got it. When I was probably 19, or 20, I
think I took it to college. And just used it occasionally, I played in church some time, way back
in the day. And then it's just private use, right? So I'll just play in my office, you know, try to
learn something, and I'll sit at my desk. You know, I brought it outside a couple of times. I guess
it's, for me, [it's a] it's a real personal tool, right? It's not so much for display or performance.
And I almost never play it with other people. I used to play it with me and Jackie, a little bit. But
again, just in or just sitting at home hanging around. So I guess, maybe it's always kind of like
that and that's why it's held up so long.
Yeah. Wow. Um, let's see, can you maybe tell me a little more about [like] the objects context or
where you [like] think it came from or was made?
I think it was an inexpensive, store bought guitar that I guess my grandma got probably for the
purposes of playing in church or somebody at the church. That was kind of her whole world back
in the day. This is 1950s, Iowa. And she had four kids real close together. My dad was the oldest.
And let's see, her mom was close to that. So yeah, her entire social environment was the church.
So, she either bought it or somebody bought it, probably for those purposes. And again, it's
nothing special. So it's probably just in a store, the Sears, the Woolworth’s, something like that.
It's so yeah, that's, I guess it makes it easier then to maintain and enjoy, because it's nothing
super special. Like I'm not afraid of breaking, because it's just a standard guitar, but it works like
it's supposed to.
Yeah, that makes sense. Yeah. Um, let's see. Oh, um, how long have you had this object?
So 20? Probably 20 years, real close to 20 years?
And where do you keep…
No, 30 years? 30 years? Okay. Yeah. Closer to 30 years?
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And where do you keep it now?
It's in my office under my desk, so it's within my stuff.
And what different places have you brought this object to [like] does it travel with you, or does it
stay in a fixed place?
Yeah. And that's what made me realize that this is the most important object because I had it in
college, in Missouri, and then after college, and then I moved to Indiana, and Florida and
Colorado. I did not take it to the east or the west coast; it was in storage, I guess (is that right?)
probably cuz I don't. Yeah. Because we would have had to prioritize the stroller and suitcases. So
it was in storage for a couple of years in Colorado, but otherwise, every time we moved
significantly, it's been around.
Okay, and does it have any connection to Greencastle, Indiana where you currently reside?
Not that I know of except that it's in my house.
And let's see, maybe thinking about the memories you have of this object? Is there a story you
can tell me about maybe [like] a time you were using it or a time with family?
Well, I think it really helped win my wife over when we were first dating. I sang a few songs.
She kind of melted, you know, made her cry a little. It's pretty significant. [Yeah]. Let's see. I
hardly remember learning to play. Well, I do remember my dad. He, I guess the one story he told
me was that he used to play House of the Rising Sun. You know that song? It's an old one.
Anyway, and so it was popular but it's rock and roll. Right. And so this was primarily a church
thing, right? So he would, there's a way you can sing the amazing grace lyrics but you're playing
the melody of House the Rising sun so he used to practice rock and roll but sing your church
songs over it. It's, so but he could play that one. I don't know if that's like the only one he could
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play or whatever. But that's always the one I remember. And like he died in uh 14? I think, and I
heard that song a lot that summer. Sounds pretty neat.
Yeah. Um, let's see, oh, do any of your family members currently interact with this object? Or is
it more just important to you?
It's more for me, like, I want the kids to play. And I've tried to teach them. But you know, we got
smaller guitars and pretend guitars and electric guitars and so nobody else. I don't think it means
anything to anybody else. But to me, it's got such a strong family connection. You know, even if
I'm not traditionally close to my dad, or my grandma, [like] this thing is important as [like] a
family bond.
Yeah. Um, let's see. So maybe [like] summarizing a little bit, this kind of a broader question. But
why would you say that this material object is valuable to you? Or what role does it play in your
life?
So it has its own intrinsic value, because I can play music on it, which is neat, because you
know, that's an extra neat thing you can do besides singing or whatever, to actually play music,
that's pretty cool. So, makes me feel good. And, you know, it's a neat thing to do. And then the
family connection, again, makes it [you know], just that much little more special and personal.
And I think then the time that I've actually had, is now added another layer to its personal value,
because I could play any other guitar. And I've got other things that you could call heirlooms, I
guess you can call reminders of family, not necessarily heirlooms of mine, that are at least three
generations deep. [So that's] So it really becomes super unique. Now, you know, as time passes,
that it's got those three things, it has its own value, it's got a family connection, and then it's been
with me for a large percentage of my life.
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Yeah. See? And has the object's role or value in your life changed over time? Like maybe
thinking about it's like evolution in terms of how it's like played a role in your life, if that makes
sense…
Most definitely and again, like I said, when I first got it, I think it was a token. My dad gave it to
me, because it's not like I had it at college, but I still lived with my dad, you know, in the
offseason. And so it wasn't totally mine at that point. I barely can even play it, but I think it was
the gesture that was neat. And then, you know, I never did anything, like it wasn't in a band, or it
didn't take lessons. So nothing has been like, time specific for this reminds me of the time I did
this. [Yeah], yeah. But just over time, you know, I learned to play more. And so then it kind of
became mine. And then it's been one of my possessions, then through all of my ups and downs
and over time. Now, suddenly, I'm almost 50. And I got this guitar I've had since I was in
college. And now my dad has died. My grandma's died. So all those things do increase [you
know] its value to me.
Yeah. And let's see, will you keep it forever? Or what do you anticipate doing with this object in
the future?
I want it to stay in the family now, whether that's my kids, or like one of my siblings, kids, I don't
think is that big a deal. Like I've considered giving it away. Recently, I mean, because we move
so much and there's been changes and I wanted to make sure that it did stay in the family. So I've
considered getting it to my sister, because she also has four kids, and they're very musical in the
church, which is kind of its origin story. So whether my kids decide they want it or one of her
kids. That's the intention. Try to keep it in the family. If not, for me then with a niece or nephew
that still has the same family connection through my dad, my grandma.
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And so I guess to wrap things up, is there anything else that you want others to know about this
object or what it means to you? Just anything that you feel like you want to share?
I don't think there's anything different. I think I've covered the basics of what it is, you know, if it
was autographed by a guy named Gibson, it would be really cool, right? But yeah, it's [it's] use is
the thing that makes it valuable not what is outside of that.
Yeah. Um, so this is kind of like my last question, but just kind of thinking about the process of
choosing your most important object. Were there other things that you considered too or what
made you choose this object when you had to decide?
So like I said, my first idea was nothing, because we moved so much recently, I really had to
strip away anything that wasn't just, you know, crucial to living. And then I'm like, alright, some
other things are important. And then I looked around my office, I'm like, well, this computer's
important. But again, it's not the computer, it's the information. And then here, there's gifts and
things and they come and go, and I thought, wow, that guitar. I mean, it has been with me for so
long now. And it has, you know, the other value of being, you know, being a musical instrument,
and then other people could play it. Also, you know, some guy who's really good can make it
sound amazing. And then, you know, some kids could just pound on it, you know might sound
lousy, or it might sound neat. But yeah, I think that's, it's those combination of factors, that it has
value and over time, it's become more and more valuable because I have held on to it or it has
stayed with us.
Okay, well, thank you so much for participating in my research project. That concludes our
interview.
Okay, sure.
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Appendix N
Participant Jem P.
Appendix N1: Interview Transcript for Jem P.

Are you currently a resident of Greencastle, Indiana?
Yes.
How long have you lived in Greencastle?
Three years and three months.
Do any of your other family members also live in Greencastle?
No.
What is the most important material object currently in your possession? This must be a
movable, tangible object.
I have a, um Saint Benediction necklace
Can you describe this object to me? What does it look like? Feel like? Does it have a smell or
taste?
It's a gold necklace and light weight.
And, do you know what it’s made of?
Gold.
And, how do you maintain or take care of it?
I don’t wear it to shower and then I don’t wear it to bed, so I won’t break the chain.
Do you wear it everyday then?
Yeah.
And, has its appearance changed since you first acquired it? Is it weathered or damaged?
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No.
How do you interact with this object? Does it have a function or purpose?
No [laughs].
What is the object’s context? Kinda where did you get it, how did you get it…
It was a gift from my mom, I got it ten years ago.
And, do you know where or how it was made?
No.
As far as where you keep this object, since you wear it, where do you put it when you take it off?
On my side table, my bedside table.
What different places have you brought this object to?
I’ve brought it with me everywhere, so [like] bathroom, bedroom, out-of-state, out-of-thecountry.
Does it have any connection to Greencastle, Indiana, where you currently reside?
No, not really.
What memories do you have of this object? Is there maybe a specific story you can tell me of it?
It’s so funny cause this necklace was not supposed to be mine, I asked my mom to give it to me,
it was supposed to be for my cousin, [like] my baby cousin, she was young back then, [like]
baby, baby, so um I don’t think she’ll understand what it means so I just asked my mom to give
it to me.
Let’s see, um, have any of your family members interacted with this object?
No [confused by question].
Is it only important to you or other family members as well?
My mom.
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Why would you say this material object is valuable to you or is it valuable to you?
Because it's from my mom, like everything she gave me means a lot, and it's Saint Benediction,
so it has meaning to it.
Has the object's role or value in your life changed over time? Like, does it have a different
meaning since when you first got it?
No.
Okay. What do you want others to know about this object or its importance to you?
Um, I just want people to know that it's special because it's from my mom.
Will you keep it forever, or what do you anticipate doing with it in the future?
I will keep it forever.
Is there anything else about this object that you would like to discuss?
Well, no.
And so my last question is just thinking about the process of choosing your favorite object. Were
there other objects that you were thinking about as well or why did you choose this one?
No, like when the first time you asked me, I had an answer already really [indistinguishable].
Alright, well thank you so much for participating in my project.

Appendix O
Participant James C.
Appendix O1: Interview Transcript for Isabel M.

Are you currently a resident of Greencastle, Indiana?
Yes.
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How long have you lived in Greencastle?
A year.
Do any of your other family members also live in Greencastle?
No.
What is the most important material object currently in your possession? This must be a
movable, tangible object.
I would say my phone.
Can you describe this object to me? What does it look like? Feel like? Does it have a smell or
taste?
It's a smartphone, like technology…
Okay, and wait, what kind of phone?
Iphone, apple, iphone 13 promax.
And, do you know what it's made of? Like, what material it consists of?
Metal?
Okay, and how do you maintain or take care of it?
Like charging it at night, making sure the batteries’ not overheated, and wipe and clean the
screen.
Has its appearance changed since you first acquired it? Is it damaged at all?
So far no, I always take care of my phone.
How do you interact with this object? Does it have a function or how do you use it?
Like, yes, like I use my hand [laughs] and then I always like discovering new things, new
applications, yep.
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Okay, and can you tell might about the object’s context? So maybe [like] how did you get it, why
did you get it, where did you get it, if that makes sense?
I got this one last year, of December, for my birthday gift, and then I traded with my old phone
and then I got my new phone, and I want like for daily communication incase of emergency, I
can contact my friends, family, for work.
Okay, and where do you keep this object or is it on you at all times?
Yeah, it's with me all the time.
Okay, and let’s see, does it have any connection to Greencastle, Indiana, where you currently
reside?
Um, well for work, work and everyday…
Let’s see, what memories do you have of this object? Is there maybe one story you can tell about
it, that kinda shows its importance to you or something [laughs] it can literally be anything.
Okay, um I have all the pictures, memories from different events, and then I have [um] like a
[indistinguishable] with my boyfriend [laughs].
And, let’s see, do any of your other family members interact with this object?
No, it's for communication, video call, yeah.
Okay, and would you say it's important only to you or to other family members as well?
Other family members also, cause they can contact me, time to time.
Okay, and why is this material object valuable to you?
For me, cause its the only, like as I intern here in the states, it is very important to have my phone
all the time to communicate with my family from the other side of the world, and yes.
Okay, and has the object's role or value in your life changed over time? Or does it kind of stay
the same?
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I would say it changed me, like it changed because I use this one for some inspirational message,
for some bible verses, yep.
What do you want others to know about this object or its role in your life?
For me it is not just a phone, you can use this one can research everything, you can use in
physical matter for pictures and games, but there's a lot of important factors, you can see your
files and credit cards, yep.
Okay, and do you plan on keeping it forever, or what do you do with it in the future?
So far yes, I would love to take care of it and keep this one with me.
And lets see, is there anything else about this object that you would like to discuss?
So far no.
Okay and my last question is when you were thinking about what object to choose, where there
other things that you thought might also be important to you, or why did you choose your phone?
It's with me all the time, it's like my partner for [like] daily life.
Awesome, well thank you so much for participating in my project.
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